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 Introduction 

 This is Part 9 of the section 42A (s42A) evaluation report. This part should be read in conjunction with 

the other Parts 1 – 12. The evaluation of general topics is contained within Part 1.  

 This report has been prepared in accordance with s42A of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) 

and forms the Hearing Report for the Whangarei District Council’s (WDC) Proposed Plan Changes 109 

– Transport (PC109), 136 – Three Waters Management (PC136) and 147 – Earthworks (PC147), which 

are collectively referred to as the ‘Services Plan Changes’. This report provides consideration of the 

proposed provisions, recommendations in relation to submissions and, where appropriate, the report 

cross-references the section 32 Evaluations (s32), analysis of any background material and legislative 

discussions. 

 A comprehensive description of the background to the Services Plan Changes, a chronology of events 

relevant to the proceedings of the plan changes and overview of the Rolling Review process and 

statutory considerations is included within the s32 Report for each plan change.  

 This s42A report has been prepared by Robert Adam Burgoyne. I have no vested interest in the outcome 

of the Services Plan Changes, nor any conflict of interest to declare. I am a qualified planner holding the 

qualification of Bachelor of Resource and Environmental Planning from Massey University in Palmerston 

North in 2013. I have been a Full member of the New Zealand Planning Institute since January 2019. 

 I have been employed in various resource management positions in local government and private 

companies since 2013. My predominant experience has been in statutory policy and resource consent 

planning in the Whangarei and Auckland regions. My experience includes processing and reporting on 

resource consent applications, district plan formulation and policy advice for the Whangarei District 

Council, internal and external consultation, and liaising with the public on resource management 

issues.      

 I consider that the evidence presented is within my area of expertise and I am not aware of any material 

facts which might alter or detract from the opinions I express. I have read and agree to comply with the 

Code of Conduct for expert witnesses as set out in the Environment Court Consolidated Practice Note 

2014. I have also read and am familiar with the Resource Management Law Association / New Zealand 

Planning Institute “Role of Expert Planning Witnesses” paper. The opinions expressed in this evidence 

are based on my qualifications and experience. If I rely on the evidence or opinions of another, my 

evidence will acknowledge that position. 

 Description of the Plan Changes as Notified 

 PC109 seeks to introduce a new district wide chapter addressing transport related resource 

management issues. The proposed chapter will replace the chapters in the WDC Operative District Plan 

(WDP) that currently address transport matters, these being Chapter 22 – Road Transport and Chapter 

47 – Road Transport Environment Rules. PC109 will include: 
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• A new ‘Transport’ Chapter (TRA) – with objectives, policies and district wide rules. 

• Changes to the WDP maps – denoting the road hierarchy classifications, indicative roads and 

strategic road protection areas. 

• Consequential changes to the WDP, including the deletion of Chapters 22 and 47. 

• New definitions for Chapter 4 of the WDP.  

 The WDP currently manages transportation on a district wide approach and provides a regulatory 

framework to manage activities that may generate adverse effects. Chapter 22 – Road Transport 

contains objectives and policies relevant to transportation. Chapter 47 – Road Transport 

Environment Rules contains the rules applicable to transport activities in all Environments 

(zones). Broadly, the current focus of Chapters 22 and 47 are to provide a safe and efficient road 

network, establish a hierarchy of roads, protect surrounding land uses from the adverse effects 

of the road network, and to protect the road network from adverse effects of surrounding land 

uses. There are also transport related rules contained within the subdivision chapters of Part H 

of the WDP. 

 PC136 seeks to introduce a new general district wide chapter relating to three waters resources 

(stormwater, wastewater and water). The overall focus of the proposed Three Waters Management 

Chapter (TWM) is to manage the impact of land use and subdivision on three waters resources. PC136 

includes: 

• A new ‘Three Waters Management’ Chapter – with objectives, policies and district wide rules.  

• Consequential changes to the WDP. 

• New definitions for Chapter 4 of the WDP.  

 Provisions relating to three waters management are currently located across multiple plan chapters and 

are repeated within each Environment. The WDP requires three waters systems to be designed in 

accordance with the Whangarei District Council Environmental Engineering Standards 2010 (EES 2010) 

by incorporating the EES 2010 through reference. Various aspects of three waters management are 

also managed through Bylaws (e.g. the Stormwater Management Bylaw, the Wastewater Bylaw and the 

Water Supply Bylaw) and through the Northland Regional Plans.  

 PC147 seeks to introduce a new district wide chapter relating to earthworks. The overall focus of the 

proposed Earthworks Chapter (EARTH) is to manage the impact of earthworks associated with 

subdivision on the wider environment. PC147 includes: 

• A new ‘Earthworks’ Chapter – with objectives, policies and district wide rules. 

• Consequential changes to the WDP. 

• New definitions for Chapter 4 of the WDP. 
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 Provisions relating to earthworks are currently located across multiple plan chapters and are repeated 

within each Subdivision Chapter. The WDP requires earthworks to be designed in accordance with the 

EES 2010 by incorporating the EES 2010 through reference. The EES 2010 primarily relates to 

managing the effects of earthworks on land instability hazards. Chapter 56 of the WDP manages other 

natural hazards including coastal hazards, flooding and mining subsidence. Chapter 63 of the WDP 

manages contaminated sites. Various aspects of earthworks are also managed through the Northland 

Regional Plans.  

 Comprehensive descriptions of PC109, PC136 and PC147 are included in the s32 reports [see 

Appendix A of Part 1 of the s42A report]. The notified text of the plan changes is provided as Appendix 

B of Part 1 of the s42A report.  

 Purpose of Report 

 This report considers submissions received in relation to PC109, PC136 and PC147. It has been 

prepared in accordance with s42A of the RMA to assist the Commissioners with deliberations on 

submissions and further submissions. 

 The report includes recommendations to the Commissioners to accept, accept in part or reject individual 

submissions. Where appropriate, it also includes recommended changes to the plan change provisions. 

In response to submissions, I have in every instance considered efficiency, effectiveness and 

appropriateness and my recommendations represent the most appropriate response in accordance with 

s32AA. In accordance with section 32AA(1)(c), the assessment of each change has been undertaken 

at a level of detail that corresponds to the scale and significance of the proposed changes. Depending 

on the complexity of the change proposed, a s32AA assessment has been provided as Attachment 1. 

 When making its decision, WDC is required under clause 10 of the First Schedule of the RMA to give 

reasons for allowing or not allowing any submissions (grouped by subject matter or individually). The 

decisions of the Council may also include consequential alterations arising out of submissions and any 

other relevant matters it considered relating to matters raised in submissions. 

 Structure of the Report 

 The report has been structured to provide an assessment of the submissions and further submissions 

received by WDC, arriving at a recommendation to the Commissioners.  

 All submissions received have been categorised based on which plan change they are most applicable 

to. Several submissions have been assessed in Part 1 of the s42A report as they either address broad 

topics or relate to multiple plan changes.  

 Once allocated to a plan change, each submission point has then been grouped thematically based on 

topic. As some submissions relate to multiple topics, cross references to the discussion and 

recommendation sections of other topics have been included.  
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 This report is split into the following sections: 

A. Plan Change 109 – Transport 

B. Plan Change 136 – Three Waters Management 

C. Plan Change 147 – Earthworks  

 While all submitters have been acknowledged in the summary of submissions [Appendix D of Part 1 of 

the s42A report], due to the similarity of relief sought and reasons given, along with the volume of 

submissions, responses have not necessarily been written for each individual submission point. 

Responses have been written for individual submissions that raise matters that differ from other 

submissions within the same thematic group or that request specific amendments to the plan change 

provisions. 

 Responses have not been written for all further submissions because the further submissions generally: 

• Sought to emphasise the content of the corresponding original submission.  

• Did not present new or additional evidence.  

• Stated either support or opposition to the original submissions of other submitters. 

 Where further submissions present additional evidence, these have been dealt with within the report 

where the primary submission point has been addressed. 

 The assessment of submissions generally follows the following format: 

• Submission information – summarises matters raised in the submissions with a brief outline of 

relief sought. 

• Discussion – discusses responses to the relief sought. 

• Recommendation – outlines a recommendation to the Commissioners in response to the relief 

sought. 

 Any recommended changes to the notified text of the TRA, TWM and EARTH Chapters as a result of 

submissions are attached to this report [see Attachments 2 – 4]. Any recommended additions to the 

notified text are shown as underlined and deletions as strike-through. Not all changes shown in 

Attachments 2 – 4 are discussed in this s42A Report. Some changes are the result of general 

submission points which have been discussed in Part 1 of the s42A Report. I concur with these 

recommended changes. Any recommended consequential amendments to the WDP or amendments to 

definitions that are discussed in this s42A Report are shown in Attachment 1 of Part 1 of the s42A 

Report. 

 To assist with the reading of this report it is recommended to have copies of the relevant submissions 

as well as Attachments 2 – 4 available to refer to as these are cross referenced throughout this report.  
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 Consideration of Submissions 

A. Plan Change 109 – Transport  

 Section A addresses submissions on PC109. Topic headings for the submissions assessed under 

PC109 are as follows:  

a. Whole Plan Change 

b. Definitions 

c. Corrections and Clarifications 

d. Overview 

e. Objectives 

f. Policies 

g. Activity Status 

h. Parking Standards 

i. Vehicle Crossing Standards 

j. Manoeuvring 

k. Indicative Roads and Strategic Road Protection Areas 

l. Landscaping 

m. Electric Vehicles 

n. Subdivision 

o. Integrated Transport Assessments 

p. New Roads 

q. Minimum and Maximum Parking Rates 

r. Bicycle Parking 

s. Parking Exemption Area 

t. Parking Reduction factors 

u. Private Access Standards 

v. One Network Road Classification  

w. Rail Setbacks 

x. Noise 

y. Consequential Amendments 

 

a. Whole Plan Change 

Submission Information 

 The Parua Bay Residents and Ratepayers Association Inc. (PBRRA) and the Whangarei Heads Citizens 

Association (WHCA) request that the TRA chapter be approved.  
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 Port Nikau Three Joint Venture (PNTJV), Kotata Developments Limited (KDL) and Port Nikau Joint 

Venture (PNJV) request that the TRA chapter be deleted in its entirety. As secondary relief, KDL 

requests that Kotata Developments and any development subject to a private plan change be excluded 

from PC109.  

Discussion 

 I acknowledge the submission points supporting PC109, noting that amendments have been 

recommended in response to other submissions.  

 It is unclear if PNTJV, KDL and PNJV are requesting that the TRA Chapter be replaced by the current 

WDP provisions relating to transport or that the provisions relating to transport be deleted from the Plan 

altogether. Either way, I do not support the relief sought. As discussed throughout the s32 Report, the 

WDP provisions have been reviewed and amendments have been proposed in accordance with s32. I 

generally concur with this approach and in my opinion the proposed provisions are more appropriate 

than the operative provisions. Similarly, I do not consider it appropriate for there to be no provisions 

managing transport related issues, or to exempt private plan changes. Transport effects may be 

considered when private plan change applications are lodged and, if appropriate, consequential 

amendments may be proposed to the TRA Chapter to provide exclusions.  I note that alternative 

amendments are sought by the submitters which are discussed in other sections of this s42A report.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain the TRA Chapter as notified, noting that amendments have been recommended 
elsewhere in response to other submissions. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

PBRRA 139.4 Accept a  

PNTJV 142.8 Reject a  

KDL 167.1 Reject a  

KDL 167.2 Reject a  

WHCA 201.4 Accept a  

PNJV 224.4 Reject a  

 

b. Definitions 

Submission Information 

 Peter Goodwin requests that reference be made to AS2890.3 2015 in the definition of bicycle parking 

spaces.  

 Z Energy, Mobile Oil New Zealand Limited and BP Oil New Zealand Limited (the Oli Companies) seek 

the following specific amendments to the definition of bicycle parking spaces: 

Bicycle Parking Spaces 

Means parking spaces available for bicycle parking which enable a cyclist to manoeuvre and attach or secure 

a bicycle to each stand / space. Short stay spaces shall be clearly visible or signposted and located within 
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30m of public entrances to the activity. Long stay spaces shall be undercover, protected from inclement 

weather and secure from theft. 

 KiwiRail requests that the definition of transport infrastructure be amended as detailed in the submission 

to include a list of different types of infrastructure within in the definition1.  

 The New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) seeks the following specific amendment to the definition of 

transport infrastructure: 

Transport Infrastructure  

Means assets and structures that are necessary for the functioning of the transport network and that cater 

for the need of all transport users (including active transport modes and public transport).  

 NZTA seeks the inclusion of the following new definition of ‘active transport mode’: 

Active Transport Mode 

means non-motorised forms of transport involving physical activity, including walking and cycling. 

Discussion 

 While I recognise the reasoning behind the suggestion to include reference to AS2890.3 2015, I do not 

support this amendment. Referencing a standard which is not publicly available creates difficulties and 

increases costs for applicants. I consider that the proposed definition will be more effective in 

encouraging the provision of cycle parking while retaining general guidelines for the design and location 

of bicycle parking spaces.  

 In response to the Oil Companies’ submission I accept that the National Planning Standards (the 

Standards) seek to reduce the number of standards and criteria contained within definitions. However, 

in this instance I consider the notified definition of bicycle parking spaces to be necessary to ensure the 

parking spaces are designed and located appropriately. In my opinion the notified approach is more 

streamlined than stating the standards within multiple sections and multiple rules. If the Commissioners 

are of a mind to remove the standards from the definition, then I recommend that consequential 

amendments be made to the TRA Chapter to ensure that the standards are included elsewhere.  

 I support the amendments sought to the Transport Infrastructure definition for the reasons outlined in 

NZTA’s and KiwiRail’s submissions2. However, I do not support the inclusion of aspects relating to rail 

within this definition as the TRA Chapter does not directly manage railways. 

 I support the inclusion of a new definition for ‘active transport modes’ to provide clarity to plan users 

regarding the meaning of this term. I recommend minor amendments to the wording requested by NZTA 

to improve clarity and consistency with other WDP definitions.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

                                                      
 
1 Page 15, Submission No. 43 of submission 265.  
2 Page 50 of submission 240; and Page 15, point # 43 of submission 265. 
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a. Retain the definition of bicycle parking as notified. 

b. Amend the definition of Transport Infrastructure as set out in Attachment 1 of Part 1 of the 
s42A Report. 

c. Insert a new definition of Active Transport Modes as set out in Attachment 1 of Part 1 of the 
s42A Report. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

P Goodwin 3.1 Reject a  

The Oil Companies 101.35 Reject a 

NZTA 240.99 Accept b 

NZTA 240.100 Accept in part c 

KiwiRail 265.42 Accept in part b  

 

c. Corrections and Clarifications 

Submission Information 

 WDC Planning and Development Department (WDC Planning) request that TRA Appendix 1D be 

amended to correct a minor error as detailed in the submission3.  

 WDC Infrastructure Group (WDC Infrastructure) requests greater clarification for TRA-R2, R5 and R10 

regarding when the rules apply as there is no indication of when the rules are triggered. 

 WDC Infrastructure request that TRA-R6 be amended to reference compliance with Appendix 2B. 

 WDC Infrastructure and Housing New Zealand Corporation (Housing NZ) request that TRA-R7 be 

amended to delete the repeated “that” in clause c.  

 KiwiRail requests a new rule to be included as detailed in their submission4 to address the fact that rules 

providing for minor upgrading, replacement, removal and maintenance of existing network utility 

operations facilities are proposed to be deleted from the WDP Environments as part of PC88.  

 Freddrick Morgan requests amendments to TRA Appendix 2D to replace “urban” with “high density” and 

“rural” with “low density”, and to include reference to the Residential Zone in the notes along with an 

additional note requiring access to more than 8 allotments to be constructed to the relevant road 

standard.  

Discussion 

 I support the amendment to correct the error in TRA Appendix D1.  

 I do not consider it necessary to amend TRA-R2, R5 and R10 to clarify when the rules apply. These 

rules operate as any other rules in the district plan would in that when new activities are proposed they 

must comply with the rule. An existing activity may have existing use rights under s10 of the RMA.  

                                                      
 
3 Page 426 of submission 236. 
4 Page 13, point # 33 of submission 265. 
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 I do not consider it necessary to reference Appendix 2B within TRA-R6. Compliance with Appendix 2B 

is addressed in TRA-R5. Where any rule is not complied with consent would be required.  

 I support the deletion of the repeated ‘that’ in TRA-R7.  

 I acknowledge KiwiRail’s submission point that there is a potential gap created by the proposed 

amendments to the Environment chapters under PC88. However, the TRA Chapter and each Zone 

chapter provides for activities that are not otherwise listed as permitted activities. Therefore, if there are 

no rules requiring consent for an activity, such as the upgrading of network utility operation facilities, 

then consent is not required. In my opinion no amendments are required to address this concern. 

Several of the activities highlighted by KiwiRail are provided for based on the proposed definition of 

“major roading alteration to an existing public road”.  

 I do not support the amendments to TRA Appendix 2D sought by F Morgan. In my opinion ‘Urban’ and 

‘Rural’ are the appropriate terms to use and the Residential Zone is already covered by “Any Urban 

Area Zone”. The requested note is duplicative of proposed TRA-R14.3 – 4 in my opinion.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain TRA-R2 as notified. 

b. Retain TRA-R5 as notified. 

c. Retain TRA-R6 as notified. 

d. Amend TRA-R7.1(c) as set out in Attachment 2. 

e. Retain TRA-R10 as notified. 

f. Amend TRA Appendix 1D as set out in Attachment 2. 

g. Retain TRA Appendix 2D as notified. 

h. Not include a new rule relating to network utility operation facilities.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

WDC Planning 236.79 Accept f 

WDC Infrastructure 242.1 Reject a  

WDC Infrastructure 242.3 Reject b 

WDC Infrastructure 242.4 Reject c  

WDC Infrastructure 242.6 Reject e  

WDC Infrastructure 242.55 Accept d 

KiwiRail 265.32 Reject h 

F Morgan 266.9 Reject g 

Housing NZ 268.151 Accept d 

 

d. Overview 

Submission Information 

 124 Tauroa Street Limited (Tauroa) and Heron Construction Holdings Limited (Heron) request that the 

TRA Overview be retained as notified.  
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 The Northland District Council of New Zealand Automobile Association (Northland AA) is supportive of 

the thrust of the TRA overview.  

 NZTA seeks the following specific amendments to the TRA Overview: 

…The transport vision for Whangarei is a safe and efficient transport system network that promotes a range 

of transport choices and supports the vitality and liveability of the District… 

…While the District Plan promotes alternative modes of transportation and reduce dependency on private 

motor vehicles, there are positive effects in providing mobility through private motor vehicle usage will still 

be provided for. 

 KiwiRail seeks the following specific amendment to the TRA Overview: 

…The transport network in Whangarei is essential in facilitating the accessibility and efficient functioning of 

the District and the Region. The transport network includes public and private roads, railways, access ways, 

service lanes, active and public transport lanes and on and off site parking and loading areas… 

 Housing NZ seeks the following specific amendments to the TRA Overview: 

…The transport vision for Whangarei is a safe and efficient transport network that promotes a range of 

transport choices and supports the vitality, and liveability and connectivity of the District and its communities. 

…Whangarei’s future growth expectation is for consolidated and compact urban development. Planning for 

growth in a consolidated and compact manner allows transport priorities to be established and transport 

infrastructure to be more efficiently provided. Consolidated and compact development and responsible 

landuse planning can also promote a variety of transport methods, including walking, cycling and public 

transport, and can help reduce the reliance on private motor vehicles within the District… 

…Parking and loading management is crucial are important to the safe and efficient functioning of the 

transport network. It is important that parking and loading is provided and managed in a manner that supports 

the efficient use of land, and is compatible with surrounding amenity, and is flexible for diverse living 

choices… 

 F Morgan seeks the following specific amendments to the TRA Overview: 

The transport network in Whangarei is essential in facilitating the accessibility and efficient functioning of the 

District and the Region. The transport network includes public and private roads, access ways, service lanes, 

active and public transport lanes and on and off site parking and loading areas. The public portion of the 

network provides for the movement of people and goods throughout the District, creates a service corridor 

for network utility operators, and is a public space that people can identify with and use to interact… 

…Parking and loading management is crucial to the safe and efficient functioning of the transport network. 

It is important that on-site parking and loading is provided and managed in a manner that supports the 

efficient use of land, and is compatible with surrounding amenity… 

…Ensuring integrated regulatory decision-making is a significant resource management issue for individuals 

who wish to construct and use transport infrastructure. The WDC is vested with ownership of most of the 

Districts roads and has responsibilities for granting written approval under the WDC Public Places Bylaw to 

construct vehicle crossing on public roads. In addition, the WDC has responsibility under the Local 
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Government Act 1974 to approve private access-ways that are not created as part of a subdivision. Ensuring 

consistent standards and coordinating approvals is a challenge for applicants and decision-makers alike. 

Discussion 

 I consider the intent of the TRA Overview should be retained but acknowledge the amendments 

requested. As such I recommend minor changes in accordance with these submission points to provide 

greater clarity to the Overview.  

 NZTA has requested amendments to other provisions within TRA to replace ‘transport network’ with 

‘transport system’. There is no discernible reason stated in their submission for this change and I 

consider ‘network’ to be more appropriate.   

 I do not support including ‘compact” as sought by Housing NZ. The phrase ‘consolidated’ was 

intentionally chosen based on the Whangarei District Growth Strategy, Sustainable Futures 30/50, which 

seeks to provide a “consolidated” development pattern for the district. 

 I do not support including the paragraph requested by F Morgan as, in my opinion, this does not assist 

plan users or aid in the efficiency and effectiveness of the TRA Chapter. 

 I do not support the inclusion of the reference to railways in the TRA Overview. The TRA Chapter does 

not seek to directly manage railways.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend the TRA Overview as set out in Attachment 2. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

Tauroa 160.30 Accept in part a 

Heron 161.18 Accept in part a 

NZTA 240.20 Accept in part a 

KiwiRail 265.19 Reject a 

F Morgan 266.1 Accept in part a 

Housing NZ 268.139 Accept in part a 

Northland AA 304.1 Accept a 

 

e. Objectives 

Submission Information 

 The Oil Companies request that TRA-O1, O2 and O4 be retained as notified. 

 Tauroa and Heron request that the objectives be retained as notified.  

 Fire and Emergency New Zealand (Fire NZ) requests that TRA-O4 be retained as notified. 

 The Public and Population Health Unit of the Northland District Health Board (Public Health Northland) 

supports TRA-O3. 

 NZTA seeks that TRA-O5 and O6 be retained as notified.  
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 KiwiRail seeks that TRA-O1 and O2 be retained as notified.  

 Housing NZ seeks that TRA-O1 – O3, O5 and O6 be retained as notified. 

 Northland AA supports TRA-O6 while noting that the current infrastructure is inadequate to cope with 

existing growth. 

 NZTA seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-O1 – O4: 

TRA-O1 – Transport Network 

Provide and maintain a safe, efficient, accessible and sustainable transport system network while avoiding, 

remedying or mitigating adverse effects on the environment, adjoining landuses and the surrounding amenity 

and character. 

TRA-O2 – Integrate Transport and Landuse Planning 

Integrate landuse and transport planning to ensure that landuse activities, development and subdivision 

maintain and enhance the safety and efficiency of the transport network system including active transport 

modes. 

TRA-O3 – Active and Public Transport 

Encourage and facilitate active transport and public transportation including a transition from private vehicle 

to public transport, active and shared modes. 

TRA-O4 – Safety and Efficiency 

Provide suitable and sufficient vehicle crossings, access, parking, loading and manoeuvring areas that do 

not adversely affect contribute to the safe, effective and efficient functioning of the transport system network. 

 Northland AA seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-O1 and O4: 

TRA-O1 – Transport Network 

Provide and maintain a safe, efficient, accessible and sustainable transport network while avoiding, 

remedying or mitigating adverse effects as far as practicable on the environment, adjoining landuses and 

the surrounding amenity and character. 

TRA-O4 – Safety and Efficiency 

Provide suitable and sufficient vehicle crossings, access, parking, loading and manoeuvring areas that 

contribute to the safe and efficient functioning of the transport network the provision of suitable and sufficient 

parking is crucial to the effective and efficient functioning of the transport network and to the vitality of the 

city centre. 

 F Morgan seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-O2 and O4: 

TRA-O2 – Integrate Transport and Landuse Planning 

Integrate landuse and transport planning and other local government responsibilities to ensure that landuse 

activities, development and subdivision maintain the safety and efficiency of the transport network. 

TRA-O4 – Safety and Efficiency 

Provide suitable and sufficient standards for vehicle crossings, access, parking, loading and manoeuvring 

areas that contribute to the will be accepted as being safe and efficient functioning of the transport network. 

 KiwiRail seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-O4: 
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TRA-O4 – Safety and Efficiency 

Provide suitable and sufficient vehicle crossings, access, parking, loading and manoeuvring areas that do 

not adversely affect contribute to the safe, effective and efficient functioning of the transport network. 

 Fonterra Limited (Fonterra) seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-O5: 

TRA-O5 – Urban Design 

Design and locate transport infrastructure in a manner that recognises the which contributes to amenity and 

quality urban design outcomes anticipated for the zone.   

 W E Bill Rossiter submitted on TRA-O4 and O5 but sought no clear relief.  

Discussion 

 I acknowledge the support for the TRA objectives and do not consider that they should be amended in 

a way that alters their general intent or outcome. 

 In response to NZTA I do not support replacing “transport network” with “transport system” for the 

reasons discussed in paragraph 63 above. 

 With regard to TRA-O1, I do not support including “as far as practicable”. The objective already provides 

for a range of options (avoid, remedy or mitigate) and an additional qualifier would create ambiguity and 

weaken the objective in my opinion.  

 With regard to TRA-O2, I do not support the amendments requested by NZTA and F Morgan for the 

following reasons: 

• Requiring safety and efficiency to be ‘enhanced’ is not always achievable, particularly for 

development that creates additional more road users. 

• Including “active transport modes” is inefficient in my opinion as I consider this to be inherently 

included in “transport network”.   

• In my opinion “other local government responsibilities” is redundant as this is already covered by 

the term “landuse”.  

 In my opinion the amendment to TRA-O3 sought by NZTA is restating/rephrasing the objective as 

already notified and does not contribute to the efficiency and effectiveness of the objective. I do not 

support the inclusion of “shared modes” as it is not clear what is meant by this. My inference is that it is 

referring to modes of transport in which travellers share vehicles, but this is very broad and could include 

options such as park and rides, hitchhiking, taxis and high occupancy vehicle lanes. Some of these 

transport modes are outside the control of the district plan and are activities that, in my opinion, should 

not be actively encouraged.  

 There are numerous submissions requesting amendments to TRA-O4. I recommend that KiwiRail’s 

submission point be accepted in full for the reasons stated in their submission5. In my opinion the 

                                                      
 
5 Page 6, point# 24 of submission 265. 
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amendments requested by F Morgan would result in the objective reading more as a policy than an 

objective. Further, I consider that the amendment requested by Northland AA is not appropriate for an 

objective because it is more of a reason than an objective.  

 I support Fonterra’s requested amendment to TRA-O5 for the reasons detailed in their submission6. 

However, in my opinion “in a manner that is consistent with the…” is more appropriate than “in a manner 

that recognises the…”. I do not consider that ‘recognises’ provides enough strength to the objective to 

achieve quality outcomes.  

 I do not recommend any changes in response to W Rossiter as there is no clear relief sought that I can 

surmise.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain TRA-O1 – O3 and O6 as notified.  

b. Amend TRA-O4 as set out in Attachment 2. 

c. Amend TRA-O5 as set out in Attachment 2. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

The Oil Companies 101.10 Accept in part a, b 

Tauroa 160.31 Accept in part a, b, c 

Heron 161.19 Accept in part a, b, c 

Fire NZ 165.64 Accept in part b 

Fonterra 202.11 Accept in part c 

Public Health Northland 207.86 Accept a 

NZTA 240.21 Reject a 

NZTA 240.22 Reject a 

NZTA 240.23 Reject a 

NZTA 240.24 Accept in part b 

NZTA 240.25 Accept in part a, c 

KiwiRail 265.20 Accept a 

KiwiRail 265.21 Accept b 

F Morgan 266.2 Reject a 

F Morgan 266.3 Reject b 

Housing NZ 268.140 Accept in part a, c 

Northland AA 304.2 Reject a 

Northland AA 304.3 Reject b 

Northland AA 304.4 Accept a 

W Rossiter 316.1 Reject b 

W Rossiter 316.2 Reject c 

 

f. Policies 

Submission Information 

 The Oil Companies request that TRA-P3, P4, P7, P8, P10 and P12 be retained as notified. 

                                                      
 
6 Page 8, REF# 10 of submission 202. 
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 Northpower Limited (Northpower) requests that TRA-P12 be retained as notified. 

 PBRRA supports TRA-P2, P3 and P8.  

 Tauroa and Heron request that the TRA policies be retained as notified. 

 NZTA requests that TRA-P4 and P9 be retained as notified. 

 The Ministry of Education (MoE) requests that TRA-P5 and P9 be retained as notified. 

 Housing NZ requests that TRA-P3, P5, P9, P10 and P14 be retained as notified. 

 Northland AA supports TRA-P1, P10, P14 and P15. 

 Northpower seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-P1: 

TRA-P1 – Design, Construction and Maintenance 

To design, construct and maintain roads, cycleways, walkways, car parks and pedestrian access in a manner 

that: 

1. Provides a safe and efficient transport network. 

2. Enables and balances the efficient provision of network utility infrastructure. and  

New 3. Provides for adequate streetscape amenity including lighting and landscaping. 

4. … 

 The Northland Regional Council (NRC) seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-P1: 

TRA-P1 – Design, Construction and Maintenance 

To design, construct and maintain roads, cycleways, walkways, public transport, car parks and pedestrian 

access in a manner that: … 

…4.    Is multi-modal and provides for the needs of all users, as appropriate for the surrounding environment 

and the function of the road within the transport network hierarchy accommodates a range of users where 

appropriate.  

 NZTA seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-P1, P5 and P7: 

TRA-P1 – Design, Construction and Maintenance 

To design, construct and maintain roads, cycleways, walkways, car parks and pedestrian access in a manner 

that: 

1. Provides a safer systems approach to the and efficient transport network… 

…6. Provides pedestrian and cyclist access to connect roads and public spaces where they would offer a 

significantly shorter walking route… 

 

TRA-P5 – Active Transport 

To promote active and shared transport modes by facilitating cycle and pedestrian connectivity, including 

slow streets or shared space environments, within new subdivisions and developments and, where 

appropriate, to existing developments, reserves and other public spaces.   

TRA-P7 – Access and Intersections 

To ensure that access and intersections are designed and located so that: 

1. Good visibility is provided. 
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2. Vehicle manoeuvres, public transport, active and shared modes are accommodated. 

3. They are sufficiently separated so as not to adversely affect the free flow of traffic. 

 Housing NZ seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-P1, P2, P4, P7, P8, P11 and P13: 

TRA-P1 – Design, Construction and Maintenance 

To design, construct and maintain roads, cycleways, walkways, car parks and pedestrian access in a manner 

that: … 

…6. Provides pedestrian access to connect roads and public spaces where they would offer a significantly 

shorter walking route… 

 

TRA-P2 – Roads 

Only aAllow new public roads or major roading upgrades to public roads where the location and design of 

the road: … 

 

TRA-P4 – Integrated Transport Assessments 

To avoid remedy or mitigate adverse effects on the adjacent and wider transport network by requiring 

Integrated Transport Assessments for large scale developments and subdivisions, where appropriate. 

TRA-P7 – Access and Intersections 

To ensure that access and intersections are designed and located so that: … 

…2.  Vehicle manoeuvres are accommodated, as appropriate…. 

 
TRA-P8 – Vehicle Crossings and Access 

To require ensure vehicle crossings and associated access to be are designed and located to maintain 

protect amenity and ensure safe and efficient movement to and from sites for vehicles, pedestrians and 

cyclists by managing: … 

 

TRA-P11 – Bicycle Parking 

To require encourage provision of bicycle parking spaces and end-of-trip facilities for activities with high 

numbers of employees, students or residents. 

TRA-P13 – Landscaping 

To require encourage landscape planting where on-site car parking is provided to improve visual amenity, 

accessibility and stormwater management. 

 Fonterra requests that TRA-P3 be deleted and seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-P8, 

P11 and P12: 

TRA-P8 – Vehicle Crossings and Access 

To require vehicle crossings and associated access to be designed and located to protect amenity and 

ensure safe and efficient movement to and from sites for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists by managing… 

 

TRA-P11 – Bicycle Parking 

To require bicycle parking spaces and end-of-trip facilities for activities with high numbers of employees, 

students or residents in locations with suitable passive transport infrastructure. 

TRA-P12 – Charging Stations 
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To reduce emissions and enhance the sustainability of Whangarei’s transport network by encouraging 

requiring… 

 KiwiRail seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-P8 and the inclusion of the following new 

policy: 

TRA-P8 – Vehicle Crossings and Access 

To require vehicle crossings and associated access to be designed and located to protect amenity and 

ensure safe and efficient movement to and from sites for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists and do not 

adversely affect the safe, effective and efficient functioning of the transport network by managing: …  

…3.   Vehicle crossing sight distances, including at level crossings… 

 

TRA-PNEW – New Policy 

To support the safe, effective and efficient operation of the district’s transport network, new vehicle and 

pedestrian rail level crossings will be discouraged. 

 F Morgan requests that TRA-P7 be deleted and seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-P3, 

P8, P9 and P10: 

TRA-P3 - Transport Network Capacity 

To manage the scale and design of subdivision and development by: 

1. Ensuring that there is sufficient capacity within the transport network to cater for the proposal. 

2. To require subdividers and developers to meet the costs of any Requiring upgrades and/or extensions 

to the transport network which are attributed to the impacts of the subdivision or development at the 

cost of the subdivider or developer. 

 

TRA-P8 – Vehicle Crossings and Private Access 

To require vehicle crossings and associated private access ways to be designed and constructed located to 

a standard that protects amenity and ensure safe and efficient movement to and from sites for vehicles, 

pedestrians and cyclists by managing: … 

…5.   The design, formation and construction standards of vehicle crossings and private access ways. 

 

TRA-P9 – Car Parking Requirements 

To specify minimum on-site parking spaces for land use while allowing allow for reduced on-site parking 

spaces where appropriate based on: … 

 

TRA-P10 – Parking and Loading Standards  

To require private parking and loading areas and access to be designed and located constructed to a 

standard that ensures safe movement on-site and safe ingress and egress of vehicles, pedestrians and 

cyclists by managing: … 

 Summerset Villages (Whangarei) Limited (Summerset) seeks the following specific amendment to 

TRA-P11: 

TRA-P11 – Bicycle Parking 

To require bicycle parking spaces and end-of-trip facilities for activities with high numbers of employees, 

students or (where appropriate) residents. 
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 Public Health Northland seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-P11 and P12: 

TRA-P11 – Bicycle Parking 

To require safe and secure bicycle parking spaces and end-of-trip facilities for activities with high numbers 

of employees, students or residents. 

TRA-P12 – Charging Stations 

To reduce emissions and enhance the sustainability of Whangarei’s transport network by requiring: 

1. Electric vehicle charging stations where high numbers of on-site car parking spaces are provided. 

2. Underground electrical conduit for new large car parking areas. 

3. Safe and secured electric bicycle and electric scooter (disability) stations in zones like City Centre and 

Shopping Centre. 

 Northland AA submitted on TRA-P3, P9, P11 and P13 making the following requests: 

• TRA-P3 – The policy needs to recognise the wider public good of development and that this cost 

should be shared as appropriate. 

• TRA-P9 – The policy needs to recognise that private motor cars are, and will be in the foreseeable 

future, the predominant means by which people move into and around the identified zones. 

• TRA-P11 – This policy should either be deleted, or better defined as to what activities it refers to. 

• TRA-P13 – Support the policy so long as it is specifically required to enhance access or facilitate 

stormwater management. 

 Landowners Coalition (Landowners) requests that TRA-P12 be deleted.  

 The Oil Companies request that TRA-P13 be amended to clarify that landscaping is only required for 

uncovered car parking. 

 Northland AA submitted on TRA-P2, P4 – P8 and P12 but sought no clear relief.  

 W Rossiter submitted on TRA-P3 but sought no clear relief. 

Discussion 

 I acknowledge the support for the TRA policies and do not consider that they should be amended in a 

way that would significantly alter their general intent or outcome. 

 I generally support and agree with the submission points on TRA-P1 for the reasons outlined in the 

submissions7. I do not support the inclusion of “systems approach” in clause 1 as the meaning is unclear. 

I also do not support splitting out clause 2 as it is important in my opinion that these two aspects are 

considered together holistically. I recommend that the policy be amended as set out in Attachment 2. 

                                                      
 
7 Page 9, Sub# 13 of submission 127; Page 12 of submission 240; Paragraph 33 of submission 264; and Page 58, ID#7 
of submission 268. 
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 I support Housing NZ’s submission point on TRA-P2 for the reasons outlined in their submission8.  

 With regard to TRA-P3 I support the amendments sought by F Morgan and acknowledge the issues 

raised by Fonterra and Northland AA. I consider it appropriate to retain this policy as it is important that 

developers bear costs where appropriate. However, I recommend the policy be amended as set out in 

Attachment 2 to provide greater clarity and specificity and to improve the efficiency of the policy: 

 I do not support Housing NZ’s submission point on TRA-P4 as it introduces ambiguity into the policy. In 

my opinion the policy directly links to proposed TRA-R15 and R16. The standards within these rules 

outline where an Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) is appropriately required. Introducing more 

discretion into the policy creates uncertainty in my opinion.  

 I do not support NZTA’s submission points on TRA-P5 because the terms that are requested for 

inclusion are not defined and lack clarity. Methods such as ‘slow streets’ and ‘shared space 

environments’ are not excluded by the policy as notified, and if appropriate can be considered. 

 In my opinion it is appropriate to retain TRA-P7 as I consider it to be distinct from TRA-P8. I support the 

amendments sought by NZTA and Housing NZ for the reasons outlined in their submissions9, except 

for the inclusion of “shared modes” for the reasons discussed in paragraph 86 above.  

 I support Fonterra’s submission point regarding TRA-P8 for the reason outlined in their submission10. I 

do not support the amendments sought by F Morgan to TRA-P8 as the policy may relate to public access 

where access is being constructed on public land, and ‘location’ is an important aspect to manage in 

terms of sightlines. I do not support the amendments sought by KiwiRail to TRA-P8 as they do not 

improve the efficiency or effectiveness of the policy and it is not necessary in my opinion to state specific 

instances where crossing sight distances are managed in the policy. In my opinion there is no clear 

justification to replace “require” with “ensure” as requested by Housing NZ.  

 I support F Morgan’s submission point on TRA-P9 with minor amendments to improve clarity. While no 

specific relief has been sought by Northland AA regarding this policy, in my opinion the recommended 

amendments will recognise the need for car parking.   

 I do not support F Morgan’s requested amendments to TRA-P10 as the policy may relate to public land 

and ‘location’ is an important aspect to manage in my opinion. 

 With regard to TRA-P11, in my opinion it is appropriate to retain the policy and it is not appropriate to 

provide greater clarity regarding what activities it refers to because this is detailed within the rules. I 

support the amendment requested by Public Health Northland to achieve better outcomes in terms of 

bicycle parking. I recommend including “except where not appropriate” at the end of the policy to address 

the submission points by Fonterra, Summerset and Housing NZ. These submissions have identified that 

there are several instances where bicycle parking may not be appropriate or desirable and this 

amendment provides for this assessment on a case by case basis. While ‘except where not appropriate’ 

                                                      
 
8 Page 58, ID#8 of submission 268. 
9 Pages 12 – 13 of submission 240; and Page 59, ID#12 of submission 268. 
10 Page 8, REF# 12 of submission 202. 
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does introduce some ambiguity to the provision, in my opinion it is the most efficient way of addressing 

the issues raised by the submitters. 

 I consider TRA-P12 appropriate to retain. In my opinion “providing” is a more appropriate term to use 

than “requiring” but is more consistent with the relevant provisions than “encouraging”. In my opinion it 

is not appropriate to require electric bicycle parking and electric scooter parking through the policy as 

this is not supported by any provisions.  

 I generally support and agree with the submission points on TRA-P13 for the reasons outlined in the Oil 

Companies and Housing NZ submissions11. I agree with Housing NZ’s submission point regarding the 

use of the word “accessibility”; however, I consider this should be replaced with “navigability” rather than 

being deleted because landscaping should make a parking area easier to navigate if done appropriately. 

I do not support replacing “require” with “encourage” because this weakens the effectiveness of the 

policy in my opinion. I recommend that the policy be amended as set out in Attachment 2. 

 Don McKenzie has provided expert advice in response to the KiwiRail submission points relating to rail 

level crossing provisions – see Attachment 5 of Part 1 of the s42A Report. Mr McKenzie supports the 

inclusion of provisions relating to rail level crossings, which are discussed in more detail in section i 

below. To provide policy guidance in relation to these provisions, should they be accepted, I consider it 

appropriate to include a new policy as requested by KiwiRail with minor amendments to achieve 

formatting and language consistency.  

 I do not recommend any changes in response to Northland AA and W Rossiter submission points where 

there is no clear relief sought that I can surmise.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain TRA-P4 – P6, P10, P14 and P15 as notified.  

b. Amend TRA-P1 as set out in Attachment 2. 

c. Amend TRA-P2 as set out in Attachment 2. 

d. Amend TRA-P3 as set out in Attachment 2. 

e. Amend TRA-P7 as set out in Attachment 2. 

f. Amend TRA-P8 as set out in Attachment 2. 

g. Amend TRA-P9 as set out in Attachment 2. 

h. Amend TRA-P11 as set out in Attachment 2. 

i. Amend TRA-P12 as set out in Attachment 2. 

j. Amend TRA-P13 as set out in Attachment 2. 

k. Include a new policy relating to rail level crossings as set out in Attachment 2.  

 

                                                      
 
11 Page 18 of submission 101; and Page 60, ID#17 of submission 268. 
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Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

The Oil Companies 101.11 Accept in part a, d, e, f, i 

The Oil Companies 101.12 Accept j 

Northpower  127.12 Accept in part b 

Northpower 127.13 Accept in part i 

Landowners 138.30 Reject i 

PBRRA 139.5 Accept in part c, d, f 

Tauroa 160.32 Accept in part a – j  

Heron 161.20 Accept in part a – j 

Fonterra 202.12 Reject d 

Fonterra 202.13 Accept f 

Fonterra 202.14 Accept in part h 

Fonterra 202.15 Reject i 

Summerset 205.25 Accept in part h 

Public Health Northland 207.87 Accept in part h 

Public Health Northland 207.88 Reject i 

NZTA 240.26 Accept in part b 

NZTA 240.27 Accept in part a, g 

NZTA 240.28 Reject a 

NZTA 240.29 Accept in part e 

NRC 264.13 Accept b 

KiwiRail 265.25 Accept in part k 

KiwiRail 265.26 Reject f 

F Morgan 266.4 Accept d 

F Morgan 266.5 Reject e 

F Morgan 266.6 Reject f 

F Morgan 266.7 Accept in part g 

F Morgan 266.8 Reject a 

MoE 267.16 Accept in part a, g 

Housing NZ 268.141 Accept b 

Housing NZ 268.142 Accept c 

Housing NZ 268.143 Accept in part a, d, g 

Housing NZ 268.144 Reject a 

Housing NZ 268.145 Accept in part e 

Housing NZ 268.146 Accept in part f 

Housing NZ 268.147 Accept in part h 

Housing NZ 268.148 Accept in part j 

Northland AA 304.5 Accept in part b 

Northland AA 304.6 Reject c 

Northland AA 304.7 Accept in part d 

Northland AA 304.8 Reject a, e, f 

Northland AA 304.9 Accept in part g 

Northland AA 304.10 Accept a 

Northland AA 304.11 Reject h 

Northland AA 304.12 Reject i 

Northland AA 304.13 Accept in part j 

Northland AA 304.14 Accept a 

W Rossiter 316.3 Reject d 

 

g. Activity Status 

Submission Information 

 Atlas Concrete Limited (Atlas) requests that TRA-R2 – R9 be amended to restricted discretionary 

activities where compliance with the standards is not achieved and that suitable matters for discretion 
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and assessment criteria be provided. Atlas also requests that TRA-R10 – R12 be amended to restricted 

discretionary activities where compliance with the standards is not achieved. 

 PNTJV, KDL, PNJV, Tauroa, Heron and F Morgan request that TRA-R2 – R14 be amended to restricted 

discretionary activities where compliance with the standards is not achieved.  

 Tauroa and Heron request that the matters of discretion for TRA-R2 – R14 be limited to: 

1. The effects of the infringement of the rule.  

2. Any objective or policy that is relevant to the consideration of the infringement to the rule.  

3. Any special or unusual characteristic of the site which is relevant to the rule.  

4. The functional and operation needs of the activity. 

 F Morgan requests that the matters of discretion for TRA-R2 – R14 be limited to: 

1. The effects of non-compliance with any permitted activity condition(s).   

 Housing NZ requests that TRA-R2, R3, R5 – R8 and R11 – R14 be amended to restricted discretionary 

activities where compliance with the standards is not achieved.  

 The Northland Development Corporation (NDC) requests that TRA-R13 be amended to a restricted 

discretionary activity where compliance with the standards is not achieved. 

 Woolworths New Zealand (Woolworths) requests that TRA-R11 and R12 be amended to a restricted 

discretionary activity where compliance with the standards is not achieved. 

Discussion 

 I acknowledge and generally agree with the reasons in the submission points that proposed TRA-R2 – 

R13 address distinct matters that can be addressed by a restricted dictionary activity. However, I do not 

agree that TRA-R14 is appropriate to amend to a restricted discretionary activity. In my opinion where 

any of the standards in TRA-R14 are infringed a wider, discretionary assessment of the subdivision is 

necessary to consider its appropriateness. I also do not support the matters of discretion requested by 

Tauroa, Heron and F Morgan. These matters are too broad in my opinion and would essentially result 

in a discretionary assessment.  

 In considering the appropriate response to these submissions various options were considered and 

have been assessed as part of the s32AA assessment in Attachment 1. As demonstrated in 

Attachment 1, it is my opinion that Option 2 is the most appropriate method to achieve the proposed 

objectives and I recommend that the rules be amended accordingly.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TRA-R2 – R13 to default to restricted discretionary activities with specified matters of 
discretion where compliance with the standards is not achieved, as set out in Attachment 2. 

b. Retain the activity status of TRA-R14 as notified.  
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Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

Woolworths 51.10 Accept a 

Woolworths 51.11 Accept a 

Atlas 129.20 Accept a 

PNTJV 142.9 Accept a 

PNTJV 142.17 Reject b 

Tauroa 160.33 Accept in part a, b 

Heron 161.21 Accept in part a, b 

KDL 167.3 Accept a 

KDL 167.10 Reject b 

PNJV 224.5 Accept a 

PNJV 224.10 Reject b 

F Morgan 266.10 Accept in part a, b 

Housing NZ 268.149 Accept in part a, b 

 

h. Parking Standards 

Submission Information 

 The Oil Companies request that clause (c) of TRA-R3 be amended to exclude loading areas for fuel 

delivery vehicles, or car parking spaces at a pump at a service station. 

 Atlas requests that the Rural Production Zone (RPZ) be excluded from having to comply with TRA-R3.  

 WDC Infrastructure requests that clause (c) of TRA-R3 be amended to exclude small scale and 

community operated facilities and ‘General Public Amenities’12. 

 NZTA requests that TRA-R3 be amended to include a requirement for car parking and loading spaces 

to be located on the same site as the activity to which they relate. 

 Northland AA questions the blanket need for sealed car parks. 

Discussion 

 I generally agree with the exemptions requested to TRA-R3 for the reasons outlined in the submissions13 

and recommend that the rule be amended as set out in Attachment 2. 

 In my opinion parking and loading spaces in the RPZ should only be exempt from clause (c) as clauses 

(a) and (b) are still relevant to achieve the TRA objectives and policies.  

 I acknowledge the merit in the amendment sought by NZTA to ensure parking is in a suitable and 

accessible location. However in my opinion the amendment is not appropriate due to the definition of 

‘site’, as there are often activities which occur across multiple ‘sites’. Requiring parking to be located on 

the same site is not always practical or desirable in these instances. TRA Appendix 1A requires the 

parking to be provided “on-site”. In my opinion this is more appropriate as ‘on-site’ is not defined under 

the WDP and has a more flexible definition under the Concise Oxford Dictionary14.  In my opinion the 

notified wording achieves the general intent of the relief sought by NZTA by requiring parking to be 

                                                      
 
12 See section N of Part 1 of the s42A Report for discussion on this newly defined term.  
13 Pages 18 – 19 of submission 101; Page 12, point # 21 of submission 129; and Page 3, Sub No. 2 of submission 242. 
14 “Taking place or occurring on a site or premises”.  
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appropriately located but provides flexibility where legal boundaries do not support parking on the same 

“site”.  

 I note that there is not a blanket rule to seal car parks as TRA-R8.2 only requires sealing within certain 

zones or for certain instances.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TRA-R3 as set out in Attachment 2. 

b. Retain TRA-R8.2 as notified.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

The Oil Companies 101.14 Accept a 

Atlas 129.21 Accept in part a 

NZTA 240.33 Reject a 

WDC Infrastructure 242.2 Accept in part a 

Northland AA 304.15 Reject b 

 

i. Vehicle Crossing Standards 

Submission Information 

 NZTA seeks the following specific amendment to TRA-R5.2: 

2. The vehicle crossing is not fronting a National or Regional road or a State Highway. 

 Fonterra supports TRA-R8 and requests amendments to TRA-R5 to provide a permitted activity status 

for vehicle crossings fronting a state highway where the written approval of NZTA has been obtained. 

 The Oil Companies seek the following relief in relation to vehicle crossing standards: 

• Retain TRA-R6. 

• Delete Compliance Standard 1 of TRA Appendix 2A. 

• Retain Compliance Standard 3 of TRA Appendix 2A. 

 Housing NZ seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-R6.1(b) and R8.1: 

TRA-R6.1(b)  

1. Any new vehicle crossing is located at least: 

…b.  86m from a dedicated pedestrian crossing facility (e.g. pedestrian crossing, mid-block pedestrian 

signals, refuge islands and traffic signalled intersections). 

TRA-R8.1  

1. Any vehicle crossing accessing a sealed road is sealed for a minimum distance of 10m from the road 

boundary to a standard not less than that of the adjoining road surface. 

 PNTJV, KDL and PNJV request that TRA-R8.1 be deleted.  
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 NZTA seeks the inclusion of the following new note for TRA-R8: 

Note: Any vehicle access areas with direct access to the State Highway network need to reference the NZ 

Transport Agency’s Planning Policy Manual to determine minimum site distances. 

 NZTA seeks the inclusion of the following new note for TRA Appendix 2A: 

Note: Vehicle access to all State highways is managed by the NZ Transport Agency and access requires 

the approval the NZ Transport Agency. 

 Fire NZ requests that TRA-R8.2(f) be retained as notified and seeks the inclusion of the following new 

compliance standard for Table TRA 6 in TRA Appendix 2A: 

For emergency services premises, two vehicle crossings are allowed where it is located on an arterial or 

collector road. 

 Northland District Health Board (NDHB) seeks the inclusion of the following new compliance standard 

for Table TRA 6 in TRA Appendix 2A: 

In the SPH the Site Frontage shall be measured on the cumulative site frontage of the SPH and the relevant 

adjacent road and not on a lot by lot/site by site basis. 

 KiwiRail requests that TRA-R6.1(a) be retained as notified and requests the inclusion of two new rules 

as detailed in their submission15 to manage sight lines at rail level crossings and to restrict new vehicle 

and pedestrian level crossings over railway corridors.  

 NZTA requests the inclusion of five new rules within TRA-R8 as detailed in their submission16 regarding 

landuse activities and subdivisions which would require direct access to state highways.  

 PBRRA and WHCA request that vehicle crossings are not allowed where they do not meet the rules.  

 W Rossiter submitted on TRA-R5, R6 and R8.1 but sought no specific relief.  

Discussion 

 I support the amendment sought by NZTA to TRA-R5.2 for the reasons outlined in their submission17 

but recommend a minor change to remove duplication.  

 I do not support the amendment sought by Fonterra to TRA-R5, which would as a result rely on the 

“Limited Access Road” powers given to NZTA under the Government Roading Powers Act 1989. I 

accept that there may be a potential duplication between the Limited Access Road powers and the 

proposed rule, but I do not consider that reliance should be placed solely on these powers as there is a 

risk of insufficient information. No detail has been provided clearly outlining these powers and how they 

work. On this basis, I am not certain that the potential transport issues will be appropriately addressed 

by the Limited Access Road powers, and therefore consider that a conservative approach should be 

                                                      
 
15 Pages 9 – 12, row# 29 – 30 of submission 265. 
16 Page 17 of submission 240. 
17 Page 16 of submission 240. 
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taken. I also note that NZTA has opposed this submission point on the grounds that it is not appropriate 

to rely on a third-party approval as a permitted activity standard18. 

 I acknowledge the support for TRA-R6. I recommend a minor amendment to change “e.g.” to “including” 

to improve the clarity and grammar of the rule. In response to Housing NZ’s request to reduce the 8m 

setback to 6m I have sought the advice of Don McKenzie, see Attachment 5 of Part 1 of the s42A 

Report. Mr McKenzie notes that 6m is frequently applied in relevant guidance documents but considers 

that there would be no advantage in amending the rule as any crossing would also need to be assessed 

via WDC’s Vehicle Crossing application process. No information has been provided by Housing NZ to 

justify amending the rule. In my opinion the notified 8m setback is appropriate and allows for case by 

case assessment where applications seek to infringe the setback.  

 In my opinion TRA-R8.1 is appropriate to manage adverse effects on the road network from detritus 

entering the carriageway. I acknowledge the concerns raised in the Housing NZ submission19 and 

recommend that the rule be amended to clarify that it only applies to the first 10m, but additional sealing 

is not required if the crossing and access is shorter.  

 I do not support the inclusion of a note in TRA-R8 referencing NZTA’s Planning Policy Manual. Consent 

is already required for crossings fronting a state highway under TRA-R5. Appropriate sight distances 

can be considered under this consent process. I do however support the inclusion of a new note to TRA 

Appendix 2A as sought by NZTA to provide guidance for plan users. In my opinion this is sufficient to 

advise plan users that NZTA approval is required and as part of this approval NZTA may refer applicants 

to their Planning Policy Manual. 

 I do not support the deletion of compliance standard 1 in TRA Appendix 2A as requested by the Oil 

Companies. In my opinion the requested amendment would be inconsistent with WDC’s Engineering 

Standards. While there may be instances in which it could be appropriate to infringe compliance 

standard 1 in TRA Appendix 2A, these should be assessed through the consent process in my opinion 

to manage any potential adverse effects.  

 Road Safety and Traffic Engineers at WDC have advised that the amendment sought by Fire NZ to TRA 

Appendix 2A is not appropriate and that the need for two vehicle crossings should be assessed through 

the resource consent process to consider the need for site specific traffic analysis. Don McKenzie has 

provided expert advice on the matter, see Attachment 5 of Part 1 of the s42A Report, and considers 

that the relief sought by Fire NZ could create additional conflict points within the transport network. I rely 

on the expertise of WDC Engineers and Mr McKenzie and as such, in my opinion there is not sufficient 

evidence to support the amendment sought. I note that existing use rights are likely to apply to any 

existing activities which have two crossings 

 Based on my interpretation, the relief sought by NDHB regarding the methodology of measuring site 

frontage in the Hospital Zone (SPH) would significantly restrict the number of vehicle crossings permitted 

                                                      
 
18 Page 8 of further submission x331. 
19 Page 63, ID#64 of submission 268. 
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within this zone. The sites in the SPH front onto two Primary Collector Roads (State Highway 14 and 

Hospital Road) and West End Ave, half of which is proposed to be an Access Road and half a Low 

Volume Road. Under Table TRA 6 if the site frontage of the SHP was taken cumulatively then there 

could only be a maximum of 10 vehicle crossings across the whole SHP, and only two crossings on 

each Primary Collector Road. In my opinion the Appendix is more appropriate as notified and provides 

more flexibility for activities within the SPH.  

 With regard to the new provisions requested by KiwiRail, Don McKenzie has provided expert advice on 

the matter, see Attachment 5 of Part 1 of the s42A Report. Based on Mr McKenzie’s opinion I consider 

it appropriate to include provisions managing crossings near the rail corridor as requested by KiwiRail 

to improve the safety and efficiency of the transport network. However, I recommend minor amendments 

to the provisions sought by KiwiRail to improve the efficiency of the rules and achieve consistency with 

the overall structure and format of the TRA Chapter.  

 It is unclear what would be the benefit of the additional rules sought by NZTA regarding landuse activities 

and subdivisions that require direct access to state highways. TRA-R5 already requires consent for 

vehicle crossings onto a state highway. In addition, NZTA has Limited Access Road powers as 

discussed above. In my opinion it is inappropriate to include provisions which appear to be duplicative. 

 It is not clear what the exact relief sought by PBRRA and WHCA is, but my inference is that they request 

vehicle crossings which do not comply with the proposed standards to be a prohibited activity. I do not 

support this amendment as I consider it more appropriate to assess the non-compliance through the 

resource consent process.   

 I do not recommend any changes in response to submission points where there is no clear relief sought 

that I can surmise.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TRA-R5 as set out in Attachment 2.  

b. Amend TRA-R6 as set out in Attachment 2.  

c. Amend TRA-R8 as set out in Attachment 2.  

d. Amend TRA Appendix 2A as set out in Attachment 2.  

e. Include new provisions managing rail level crossings as set out in Attachment 2. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

The Oil Companies 101.15 Accept b 

The Oil Companies 101.21 Reject d 

The Oil Companies 101.22 Accept d 

PBRRA 139.10 Reject a – d 

PNTJV 142.10 Reject c 

Fire NZ 165.66 Reject d 

Fire NZ 165.67 Accept c 

KDL 167.4 Reject c 

WHCA 201.5 Reject a – d  

Fonterra  202.16 Reject a 
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Fonterra  202.17 Accept in part c 

NDHB 206.25 Reject d 

PNJV 224.6 Reject c 

NZTA 240.34 Accept a 

NZTA 240.36 Reject c 

NZTA 240.37 Reject c 

NZTA 240.49 Accept d 

KiwiRail 265.27 Accept b 

KiwiRail 265.28 Accept in part e 

KiwiRail 265.29 Accept in part e 

Housing NZ 268.150 Reject b 

Housing NZ 268.152 Accept in part c 

W Rossiter 316.4 Reject b 

W Rossiter 316.5 Reject a 

W Rossiter 316.6 Reject c 

 

j. Manoeuvring  

Submission Information 

 The PBRRA and WHCA submitted on TRA-R7 requesting that parking areas in the Rural Village 

Residential Sub-Zone (RVRZ) be required to be set back from property boundaries. 

 Alec Jameson requested that for subdivision there should be enough car parking on site to provide 

sufficient manoeuvring such that no vehicle is required to reverse either onto, or off, the site into busy 

roads. A Jameson also noted that there may be a need to have parking areas setback from property 

boundaries. 

 WDC Planning requests that “Rural Centre Service Activity” should be included in TRA-R7.1(b)(ii). 

 NZTA request that TRA-R7 be retained as notified. 

 Housing NZ requests that TRA-R7.1(b) be deleted.  

Discussion 

 I do not consider it appropriate to include parking space setback rules for the RVRZ within the proposed 

TRA Chapter. This is more relevant as a consideration for the zone chapter and the associated 

provisions in my opinion. I note that TRA-R7.1(a) manages reversing onto or off roads.  

 I support the amendment sought by WDC Planning for the reasons outlined in their submission20.  

 I do not support the deletion of TRA-R7.1(b). I consider this an appropriate rule to ensure that on-site 

manoeuvring is suitably designed. I do however consider that an amendment should be made to also 

exclude parking associated with an individual residential unit because it is reasonable to expect that 

stacked parking would occur in this situation in my opinion.   

                                                      
 
20 Page 13, Point# 77 of submission 236. 
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Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TRA-R7 set out in Attachment 2.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

PBRRA 139.9 Reject a 

WHCA 201.10 Reject a 

WDC Planning 236.77 Accept a 

NZTA 240.35 Accept in part a 

Housing NZ 268.151 Accept in part a 

A Jameson 291.6 Reject a 

 

k. Indicative Roads and Strategic Road Protection Areas 

Submission Information 

 Geoffrey Gibson and Clinton Hanger support and seek to retain the setback on Dent Street between 

Bank Street and Rathbone Street as being on the SW side only. 

 Rhonda Padgett supports the removal of the indicative road from Clendon Drive through to State 

Highway 14. 

 PNTJV, KDL and PNJV request that TRA-R9.3 be revised or deleted. 

 Fire NZ request that TRA-R9 be amended to provide clarity as to how the rule is to be applied alongside 

zone-based rules on setbacks. 

Discussion 

 I acknowledge the submissions in support of the Strategic Road Protection Areas and Indicative Roads 

and do not recommend any changes to these provisions.  

 In my opinion TRA-R9.3 is not unclear and does not need amendment. Indicative Roads are mapped 

features and a building proposed to be within 10m of an Indicative Road would trigger requirement for 

consent under this rule. The proposed setbacks in TRA-R9 apply in addition to the zone setbacks. 

Where compliance with either the zone setbacks or TRA-R9 is not achieved then consent would be 

required. In my opinion further clarity is not required within the rule.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain TRA-R9 as notified. 

b. Retain the Strategic Road Protection Area and Indicative Road mapping as notified.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

G Gibson 17.2 Accept b 

C Hanger 21.2 Accept b 

PNTJV 142.11 Reject a 

Fire NZ 165.68 Reject a 
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KDL 167.5 Reject a 

PNJV 224.7 Reject a 

R Padgett 299.1 Accept b 

 

l. Landscaping 

Submission Information 

 Heron and Fonterra request that TRA-R10 – R12 be retained as notified.  

 Yvonne Clark and W Rossiter submitted on TRA-R10 and R12 but sought no specific relief. My inference 

is that Y Clark supports TRA-R10 while W Rossiter is concerned that the planting heights specified in 

TRA-R10 and R12 could be unsafe.   

 G Gibson and C Hanger request that TRA-R11 and R12 be amended to exempt car parking within 

buildings.  

 The Oil Companies request that TRA-R10 be deleted and that TRA-R11 be amended to only apply to 

uncovered car parking areas.  

 Atlas requests the following amendments to TRA-R10 – R12: 

• TRA-R10 – Exclude the RPZ, and/or define parameters for carpark road setbacks and fencing. 

• TRA-R11 – Associate rule with zone activities. 

• TRA-R12 – Exclude the RPZ. 

 PNTJV, KDL and PNJV request that TRA-R10 – R12 be revised or deleted.  

 Fire NZ requests that TRA-R10 be amended to exclude the Light Industrial Zone (LI) and to reduce the 

landscaping strip depth or remove the minimum and maximum plant heights. Fire NZ also request the 

following specific amendment to TRA-R12: 

1. Any parking area where at least 20 car parking spaces are required by Appendix 1 provides at least 1 

tree within or adjacent to the parking area for every 20 car parking spaces with: 

a. A tree species with a minimum height of 4m at maturity and minimum canopy shade coverage of 30m2 

at 20 years. 

b. A root area with a minimum area of 9m2 and a minimum dimension of 3m and minimum depth of 1m.  

 WDC Infrastructure request a review of the planting heights in TRA-R10 so a much lower minimum 

height is allowable and provide clarity in relation to maintenance. 

 The Outboard Boating Club of Northland (OBC) requests that Active Sport and Recreation areas be 

exempt from TRA-R10 – R12.  

 Housing NZ requests that clauses (a) and (b) of TRA-R12 be deleted.  

 W Rossiter requests that planting be at ground level so as not to grow too high and obscure other traffic. 
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 Woolworths requests amendments to TRA-R11 or that the activity status be changed. As discussed in 

section g above the activity status is recommended to be amended in response to this submission point.  

Discussion 

 I agree with the reasons outlined in several submission points regarding the inappropriateness of TRA-

R10, in particular the reasons outlined by the Oil Companies21. This rule is managing amenity from an 

active frontage perspective which I consider to be more appropriately addressed within the relevant 

zone chapter. I therefore recommend that TRA-R10 be deleted.22  

 In my opinion the overall intent of TRA-R11 and R12 are appropriate and they should remain within the 

TRA Chapter to achieve TRA-P13. However, I recommend amendments in response to submission 

points as discussed below.  

 In my opinion it is appropriate to exempt covered car parking as landscaping anticipated by TRA-R11 

and R12 is not suitable within these environments.   

 In my opinion it is appropriate to exempt the RPZ as managing amenity and stormwater through car 

parking landscaping controls is not necessary in this zone. I do not support the exemption of the SAR 

as managing amenity, navigability and stormwater is appropriate within the SAR in my opinion. 

 It is unclear exactly what relief is sought by Atlas to TRA-R11. However, based on their submission I 

consider that the word “adjacent” should be added to TRA-R11 to clarify that the rules apply to a single 

connected parking area rather than several smaller, independent parking areas.   

 I recommend halving the area of landscaping required under TRA-R11 in response to several submitters 

who raised concerns that the requirement is too onerous. As detailed within the Foodstuffs North Island 

Limited (Foodstuffs) further submission23, the notified provisions would require significantly more 

landscaping than is generally present within existing car parking areas. While this could have added 

environmental benefits, it could also have significant economic costs and could lead to inefficient use of 

land.   

 I acknowledge the concerns raised by Fire NZ and Housing NZ within their submissions24 in relation to 

TRA-R12. I support amendments to delete the minimum root area. However, in my opinion it is 

appropriate to retain the height and shade coverage requirements to ensure the benefits of the rule are 

realised.  

 I do not recommend any amendments in response to submissions where no clear relief has been sought. 

I note that TRA Appendix 2C would apply to manage planting heights to protect sight lines.  

                                                      
 
21 Pages 19 – 20 of submission 101/ 
22 This rule has been assessed for each relevant zone within Parts 3, 4 and 5 of this s42A Report. 
23 Page 5 of further submission x338. 
24 Page 24, ID#73 of submission 165 and Page 64, ID#26 of submission 268. 
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Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Delete TRA-R10 as set out in Attachment 2. 

b. Amend TRA-R11 as set out in Attachment 2. 

c. Amend TRA-R12 as set out in Attachment 2. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

G Gibson 17.3 Accept in part b 

G Gibson 17.4 Accept in part c 

C Hanger 21.3 Accept in part b 

C Hanger 21.4 Accept in part c 

Y Clark 31.1 Accept in part a – c  

The Oil Companies 101.13 Accept b 

The Oil Companies 101.16 Accept a 

Atlas 129.22 Accept in part a 

Atlas 129.23 Accept in part b 

Atlas 129.24 Accept c 

PNTJV 142.12 Accept a 

PNTJV 142.13 Accept in part b 

PNTJV 142.14 Accept in part c 

Heron 161.22 Accept in part a – c 

Fire NZ 165.69 Accept in part a 

Fire NZ 165.70 Accept in part c 

KDL 167.6 Accept a 

KDL 167.7 Accept in part b 

KDL 167.8 Accept in part c 

Fonterra 202.17 Accept in part a – c 

PNJV 224.7 Accept in part a – c 

WDC Infrastructure 242.5 Accept in part a 

OBC 254.1 Reject a – c 

Housing NZ 268.153 Accept in part c 

W Rossiter 316.7 Reject a 

W Rossiter 316.8 Reject c 

W Rossiter 316.14 Reject a – c 

 

m. Electric Vehicles 

Submission Information 

 The Oil Companies and Northpower request that TRA-R13 be retained as notified.  

 Landowners requests that TRA-R13 be deleted.  

 OBC requests that “Active Sport and Recreation areas” be exempt from TRA-R13.  

 PNTJV, KDL and PNJV request that TRA-R13 be deleted or revised, with PNTJV and PNJV seeking 

that it be revised to require provision to be made for an electric vehicle (EV) charging station rather than 

actual installation. 

 NDC seeks the following specific amendment to TRA-R13: 

Where: 
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1. Any parking area where 50 or more car parking spaces are required by Appendix 1 provides sets aside 

space for at least 1 electric vehicle charging station per every 50 required car parking spaces. 

 Fonterra seeks the following specific amendment to TRA-R13: 

Where: 

1. Any publicly available parking area where 50 or more car parking spaces are required by Appendix 1 

provides at least 1 electric vehicle charging station per every 50 required car parking spaces. 

 Summerset seeks the following specific amendment to TRA-R13: 

Where: 

1. Any parking area where 50 or more car parking spaces are required by Appendix 1 provides at least 1 

electric vehicle charging station per every 50 required car parking spaces. This rule does not apply to 

Retirement Village Premises. 

 NZTA seeks the following specific amendment to TRA-R13: 

Where: 

1. Any parking area where 50 or more car parking spaces are required by Appendix 1 provides at least 1 

electric vehicle charging station per every 50 required car parking spaces.  

2. Occupation of the electric vehicle charging station is limited to vehicles actively utilising the charging 

facilities. 

 W Rossiter seeks the following specific amendment to TRA-R13: 

Where: 

1. Any parking area where 5025 or more car parking spaces are required by Appendix 1 provides at least 

1 electric vehicle charging station per every 5025 required car parking spaces.  

Discussion 

 I acknowledge the support for TRA-R13 and in my opinion it is appropriate to retain this rule noting 

amendments are recommended in response to other submissions.  

 I do not support excluding activities in the Sport and Active Recreation Zone (SAR). While I agree that 

EVs will not often be towing boats; cars which are not used for towing may use the parking lot as well. 

Additionally, there are other activities within the SAR that are appropriate to require the provision of 

charging stations.  

 I do not support the submission points requesting that the rule be amended to require space to be 

provided for a charging station rather than requiring the charging station to be provided. While I 

acknowledge the concern that some EV charging stations can be expensive ($30,000+), there is no 

requirement within the rule to provide a certain type of charging station. Various types of charging 

stations are available for under $2,000 and this is not an onerous cost in my opinion when considering 

the type of development that would necessitate 50 or more car parking spaces. 
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 I support the submission point by Summerset as the rule is not intended to apply to residential activities 

where residents could choose to provide their own charging stations. I recommend an amendment to 

exclude residential activities.  

 I do not support the amendment sought by Fonterra. The rule is intended to apply to private non-

residential car parking to cater for staff and visitors. However, in my opinion there is a slight conflict with 

the proposed definition of ‘Electric Vehicle Charging Station’ which requires the station to be available 

for public use. As such, I consider it appropriate to amend this definition to require charging stations to 

be available for use by electric vehicles instead of being available for public use. In my opinion this 

addresses the concern raised by NZTA.  

 I do not support requiring 1 charging station for every 25 car parking spaces. I consider the proposed 

provision an appropriate, incremental approach towards encouraging the use of EVs. The provision of 

more charging stations is not discouraged by the rules and would be up to the discretion of the 

developer.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TRA-R13 as set out in Attachment 2. 

b. Amend the definition of Electric Vehicle Charging Station as set out in Attachment 1 of Part 1 
of the s42A Report. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

The Oil Companies 101.17 Accept in part a 

Northpower 127.14 Accept in part a 

Landowners 138.31 Reject a 

PNTJV 142.15 Reject a 

NDC 147.6 Reject a 

KDL 167.9 Reject a 

Fonterra  202.18 Reject a, b 

Summerset 205.26 Accept a 

PNJV 224.8 Reject a 

NZTA 240.38 Accept in part a, b 

OBC 254.2 Reject a 

W Rossiter 316.9 Reject a 

 

n. Subdivision 

Submission Information 

 WDC Infrastructure support the wording of TRA-R14.2. 

 Anthony and Jean Morgan support TRA-R14.  

 NZTA seeks the following specific amendments to matters of control 13 and 14 in TRA-R14: 

13. Pedestrian and cycle connections to public roads from existing reserves and/or pedestrian accessways, 

especially where the connection will provide a significantly shorter walking distance. 

14. Design of pedestrian and cycle connections to ensure ease of use, accessibility and safety. 
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 Housing NZ requests that the matters of control 2 and 7 in TRA-R14 be deleted and seeks the following 

specific amendments to matters of control 1 and 12: 

1. Effects on the road network The need for forming, upgrading or extending roads in the vicinity due to 

increased traffic from the subdivision.  

12. Where relevant, tThe provision, location, design, capacity, connection, upgrading, staging and 

integration of transport infrastructure.  

 WDC Infrastructure request that TRA-R14.4 be amended to provide a restriction on shared activities for 

non-residential activities, possibly using a maximum traffic movement. 

 Jan Boyes and W Rossiter submitted on TRA-R14 but sought no specific relief.  

 PBRRA and WHCA request that the matters of control in TRA-R14 be strictly adhered to. 

Discussion 

 I support the amendments sought to the matters of control for the reasons outlined in the submissions 

by NZTA and Housing NZ25. I do however recommend retaining “upgrading” within matter of control 12 

as this may be a relevant consideration as part of a subdivision application.  

 While I acknowledge the issue raised by WDC Infrastructure, I do not support including a rule to limit 

shared access for non-residential activities. Based on a desktop analysis, there appear to be very few 

private access ways in commercial areas and no evidence has been provided to identify the scale or 

severity of the issue. Additionally, the subdivision rules in most proposed Business Zones require a 

minimum site frontage which would manage the creation of rear lots in these zones. Furthermore, 

reliance on traffic movement limits has created issues in the past with determining compliance as well 

as monitoring and enforcement.  

 I do not recommend any amendments in response to submissions where no clear relief has been sought 

or where it is requested that the matters of control be adhered to as this is managed by s87A of the 

RMA. 

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TRA-R14 as set out in Attachment 2. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

PBRRA 139.7 Reject a 

A and J Morgan 170.15 Accept a 

WHCA 201.9 Reject a 

NZTA 240.40 Accept a 

WDC Infrastructure 242.7 Accept a 

WDC Infrastructure 242.8 Reject a 

J Boyes 245.2 Reject a 

Housing NZ 268.154 Accept in part a 

W Rossiter 316.10 Reject a 

                                                      
 
25 Page 18 of submission 240; and Page 65, ID#28 of submission 268. 
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o. Integrated Transport Assessments 

Submission Information 

 The Oil Companies request that TRA-R15 and R16 be retained as notified. 

 Nga Hapu o Whangarei support the traffic integration assessments approach. 

 Housing NZ requests that TRA-REQ1 be retained as notified.  

 Northland AA expressed support for TRA-REQ1, but noted that information requirements need to be 

relevant to the proposal. 

 Woolworths and HNCZ request that TRA-R16 and TRA-REQ2 be deleted.  

 PNTJV, KDL and PNJV request that TRA-R15 and R16 and TRA-REQ1 – REQ3 be deleted. 

 NRC supports the consideration of bus stops and bus lanes in TRA-REQ1 and seeks the following 

amendments to TRA-REQ1: 

• Require the consideration of bus only light phasing at intersections with traffic lights.   

• Amend TRA-REQ1.1(d)(ii) as follows: 

TRA-REQ1.1(d)(ii) 

ii. The accessibility of the development for pedestrians and cyclists and how the design of the development 

will encourage walking and cycling, particularly to nearby destinations such as reserves, other public spaces 

and commercial or community facilities." 

 Heron requests that TRA-R15 and R16 be amended to exempt the Heavy Industrial Zone (HI).  

 NDHB requests that TRA-R15 and R16 be amended to exempt the SPH. 

 NZTA seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-R15 and R16 and TRA-REQ1.1(d)(iv): 

TRA-R15 

An integrated transport assessment is required wWhere: 

1. Any activity (or activities) that requires an increase of more than 50 car parking spaces in accordance 

with Appendix 1 within a parent allotment or allotments that existed at [Operative Date]. 

2. Any subdivision of an allotment that existed at [Operative Date] where the area of the parent allotment 

is equal to or larger than: 

a. 1,000m2 within the Rural (Urban Expansion) Zone where any allotment will be connected to Council 

reticulated water, wastewater and stormwater services. 

b. 5,000m2 within the High-density Residential Zone. 

c. 1ha within the Medium-density Residential Zone or Rural Village Residential Zone.  

d. 4ha within the Residential Zone. 

e. 6ha within the Low-density Residential Zone.  

Matters of discretion: 
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1. Effects on the sustainability, safety, efficiency, effectiveness and accessibility convenience of the 

adjacent transport network. 

2. Required improvements, alterations or extensions to the adjacent transport network to mitigate adverse 

effects. 

3. The need for pedestrian and cyclist connections to adjacent destinations.  

4. Adverse effects on streetscape and amenity. 

5. Recommendations and proposed mitigation measures of the Integrated Transport Assessment.  

Compliance Standard:  

1. TRA-R15 does not apply for any allotment where consent has previously been granted for the allotment 

under Rule TRA-R15 and there is no proposed change to allotment size or land use activity. 

Note: Any application Applications shall comply with information requirement TRA-REQ1. 

 

TRA-R16 

An integrated transport assessment is required wWhere: 

1. Any activity (or activities) that requires an increase of more than 100 car parking spaces in accordance 

with Appendix 1 within a parent allotment or allotments that existed at [Operative Date]. 

2. Any subdivision of an allotment that existed at [operative date] where the area of the parent allotment 

is equal to or larger than:    

a. 1ha within the High-density Residential Zone. 

b. 2.5ha within the Medium-density Residential Zone or Rural Village Residential Zone.  

c. 8ha within the Residential Zone. 

3. For any of the following:   

a. 100 or more dwellings   

b. 1,500+ seat events centre or similar;   

c. 1,000 m2 and above gross retail, entertainment, leisure floor space;   

d. 2,500 m2 and above gross office, education, health floor space;   

e. 5,000 m2 and above gross industrial floor space; and/or   

f. 10,000 m2 and above gross warehousing floor space.   

Compliance Standard:  

1. TRA-R16 does not apply for any allotment where consent has previously been granted for the allotment 

under Rule TRA-R16 and there is no proposed change to allotment size or land use activity.  

Note: Any application Applications shall comply with information requirement TRA-REQ2. 

 

TRA-REQ1.1(d)(iv) 

…iv. The accessibility of the development by private motor vehicles and the suitability of the proposed 

access and use of the site with respect to the safe efficient and effective functioning of the transport 

network. … 

 KiwiRail seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-R15 and TRA-REQ1: 

TRA-R15 

…Matters of discretion: 

…2.  Required improvements, alterations or extensions to the adjacent transport network to mitigate adverse 

effects (including at level crossings). … 

 

TRA-REQ1.1(b)(new) 

…vii. The location and type of any existing level crossings in the locality. … 
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TRA-REQ1.1(e)(ii) 

…ii. The impacts that any additional vehicle movements are likely to have on the capacity and operation of 

the road and rail network, including on level crossing safety. … 

 

TRA-REQ1.1(e)(new) 

…vi.  Where the development will directly impact the railway corridor, a summary of consultation with the 

railway operator. … 

 

TRA-REQ1.1(g)(i) 

…i.  Potential mitigation measures needed both within the proposed development and on the transport 

network surrounding the development including any improvements, alterations or extensions to the 

transport network (including at level crossings). … 

 Tauroa requests that TRA-R16 be deleted and that TRA-R15.1 be amended to trigger consent where 

100 car parking spaces are required rather than 50.  

 Housing NZ seeks the following specific amendments to TRA-R15: 

TRA-R15 

Where: 

1. Any activity (or activities) that requires an increase of more than 50 car parking spaces in accordance 

with Appendix 1 within a parent allotment or allotments that existed at [Operative Date]. 

2. Any subdivision of an allotment that existed at [Operative Date] which will provide for, or has capacity 

under this Plan to accommodate more than 100 dwellings. where the area of the parent allotment is 

equal to or larger than: 

a. 1,000m2 within the Rural (Urban Expansion) Zone where any allotment will be connected to Council 

reticulated water, wastewater and stormwater services. 

b. 5,000m2 within the High-density Residential Zone. 

c. 1ha within the Medium-density Residential Zone or Rural Village Residential Zone.  

d. 4ha within the Residential Zone. 

e. 6ha within the Low-density Residential Zone.  

 Brad Hall and W Rossiter submitted on the ITA provisions but sought no specific relief.  

Discussion 

 In my opinion it is appropriate to retain TRA-R15 and R16 and the corresponding information 

requirements to achieve the proposed TRA objectives and policies. I also support the retention of the 

TRA information requirements to provide guidance to applicants and ensure that sufficient information 

is provided to assess applications.  

 Due to the technical nature of these provisions, expert advice has been provided by Don McKenzie – 

see Attachment 5 of Part 1 of the s42A Report. Mr McKenzie has expressed support for the notified 

two-tier ITA approach, as well as the notified thresholds within TRA-R15 and R16 which indicate when 

an ITA is required. Mr McKenzie suggests that greater distinction could be provided within the 

information requirements as to the level of assessment that is required for each type of ITA. I concur 
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with this and recommend amendments in response to several submissions to clarify that an ITA required 

under TRA-R15 should be focused on local transport impacts of a limited scale and extent, while an ITA 

required under TRA-R16 should consider effects on the wider transport network and alignment with 

District and National transport policies.  

 I support the amendment sought by NRC to TRA-REQ1.1(d)(ii) for the reasons outlined in their 

submission26. However, I recommend that this be included in TRA-REQ2 as a result of the 

recommended changes to the information requirements. I do not consider it necessary to specifically 

require consideration of bus only light phasing. Clauses (d) and (e) of TRA-REQ1 both require 

consideration of effects on public transport and assessment of how the development will encourage 

public transport use. Bus only light phasing could form part of this consideration where appropriate.  

 I do not support the exemption of the SPH or HI from TRA-R15 or R16. Heron and NDHB consider that 

this is an onerous requirement and is disproportionate to the potential traffic effects in this area. In my 

opinion sufficient justification has not been provided as to why activities in these zones would generate 

less effects than in other zones. The SPH is in a sensitive location being surrounded by residential 

zoning and accessing the state highway. The HI is often adjacent to other non-residential zones, such 

as the LI. In my opinion it would not be appropriate to apply the rules to the LI and then exempt an 

adjacent HI site.  

 In response to NZTA and KiwiRail, I recommend that TRA-R15 be amended as set out in Attachment 

2 to improve clarity. I do not support NZTA’s request to include additional thresholds within TRA-R16 

based on the size of the activity. In my opinion this is already managed by TRA-R16.1 as the number of 

parking spaces required is based on the size of activities. Mr McKenzie has provided advice on this 

matter and considers that the notified provisions are reasonable to provide an appropriate trigger for 

preparation of transport assessments.  

 I acknowledge the reasoning of NZTA’s requested amendment to the compliance standard of TRA-R15. 

In my opinion, the rule as notified is appropriate as it applies to residential subdivision. The intention of 

the rule is to require an ITA at the time of subdivision for larger greenfield allotments and ensure a 

comprehensive assessment is undertaken. However, with regard to activities requiring more than 50 car 

parking spaces I agree that an amendment is required to ensure that an ITA is undertaken whenever 

such an activity occurs. Without this amendment there would be a loophole where an applicant could 

undertake an ITA for a relatively small-scale activity and then have no further ITA requirements within 

the site for future development.  

 I do not support the amendments to the ITA thresholds sought by Tauroa and Housing NZ. In my opinion 

basing the subdivision threshold on land area is much clearer and easier to understand than relying on 

plan enabled capacity, which could be a subjective number. I do not consider there to be sufficient 

justification regarding the need to increase the thresholds. The proposed ITA rule is not intended to 

restrict or stop development altogether, but rather to ensure that where larger scale development occurs 

                                                      
 
26 Paragraph 36 of submission 264. 
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that it responds appropriately to the surrounding transport network. In my opinion the thresholds as 

notified will not be too onerous.    

 I support the amendment sought by NZTA to TRA-REQ1.1(d)(iv) for the reasons outlined in their 

submission27. However, I recommend that this be included in TRA-REQ2 as a result of the 

recommended changes to the information requirements. 

 I support the amendments sought by KiwiRail to TRA-REQ1 to the extent that they manage effects on 

the transport network. However, I do not support amendments which manage adverse effects on the 

railway corridor because the TRA Chapter does not manage railways. 

 I do not recommend any amendments in response to submissions where no clear relief has been sought.  

 In considering the appropriate response to the submissions on ITAs various options were considered 

and have been assessed as part of the s32AA assessment in Attachment 1. 

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TRA-R15 as set out in Attachment 2. 

b. Amend TRA-R16 as set out in Attachment 2. 

c. Amend TRA-REQ1 as set out in Attachment 2. 

d. Amend TRA-REQ2 as set out in Attachment 2. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

Woolworths 51.12 Accept in part b, d  

B Hall 83.3 Reject a – d  

The Oil Companies 101.18 Accept in part a 

The Oil Companies 101.19 Accept in part b 

PNTJV 142.18 Reject a – d  

Tauroa 160.34 Reject a 

Tauroa 160.35 Reject b 

Heron 161.23 Reject a, b 

KDL 167.11 Reject a – d  

NDHB 206.26 Reject a, b 

Nga Hapu o Whangarei 215.2 Accept a – d  

PNJV 224.11 Reject a – d  

NZTA 240.41 Accept in part a 

NZTA 240.42 Accept b 

NZTA 240.43 Reject b 

NZTA 240.44 Accept in part b 

NZTA 240.45 Accept in part c, d 

NRC 264.11 Accept in part c, d 

NRC 264.12 Reject c 

NRC 264.14 Accept in part c, d 

KiwiRail 265.33 Accept a 

KiwiRail 265.34 Accept c 

KiwiRail 265.35 Accept in part c 

KiwiRail 265.36 Reject c 

                                                      
 
27 Page 21 of submission 240. 
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KiwiRail 265.37 Accept in part c 

Housing NZ 268.155 Reject a 

Housing NZ 268.156 Reject b 

Housing NZ 268.158 Accept in part a 

Housing NZ 268.159 Reject b 

Northland AA 304.16 Reject b 

W Rossiter 316.11 Reject b 

 

p. New Roads 

Submission Information 

 The Oil Companies request that TRA-R7 – R18 be retained. 

 PNJTV, KDL, PNJV and Housing NZ request that TRA-R17 and TRA-REQ3 be deleted. 

 W Rossiter submitted on TRA-REQ3 but sought no specific relief. 

Discussion 

 In my opinion TRA-R17 and R18 are appropriate and should be retained as notified. The WDP currently 

manages the construction of new roads by requiring compliance with the EES 2010. As discussed in 

the s32 Report28, the EES 2010 is no longer proposed to be incorporated by reference and therefore a 

rule managing new roads cannot require compliance with the EES 2010 (or any other engineering 

standards). I agree with the s32 Report assessment that the proposed provisions are efficient and 

effective and are more appropriate than the other viable options.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain TRA-R17 and R18 as notified.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

The Oil Companies 101.19 Accept in part a 

PNTJV 142.19 Reject a 

KDL 167.12 Reject a 

PNJV 224.12 Reject a 

Housing NZ 268.157 Reject a 

W Rossiter 316.12 Reject a 

 

q. Minimum and Maximum Parking Rates 

Submission Information 

 Bunnings Limited (Bunnings), NDHB and the University of Auckland (the University) request that the 

car parking requirements in TRA Appendix 1A for ‘trade suppliers’, ‘hospitals’ and ‘educational facilities 

- tertiary facilities’, respectively, be retained as notified. 

                                                      
 
28 Pages 13, and 49 – 51.  
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 Southpark Corporation Limited (Southpark), Commercial Centres Ltd (Commercial Centres) and 

Foodstuffs request that the reduced car parking requirements in TRA Appendix 1A be retained as 

notified. 

 The Oil Companies request that the parking requirement for service stations be retained and that 

clarification be added that service station retail space does not include the forecourt area. 

 Kneehy Limited (Kneehy) requests that TRA Appendix 1A be amended to decrease the car parking rate 

for grocery stores from 1 per 25m2 to 1 per 30m2. 

 Fire NZ request that clarification be made for the emergency service parking requirement to require 

parking spaces based on ‘on duty’ employees.  

 Jennifer Edwards requests no change or reduction to the existing minimum onsite parking requirements 

for the upper Maunu part of Living 1 Environment. 

 Fonterra seeks the following specific amendment to the "Fonterra Kauri Milk Processing Site" in Table 

TRA1: 

Fonterra Kauri Milk Processing Site including all land utilised by Fonterra that is zoned either Strategic Rural 

Industries Zone or Fonterra Kauri Milk Processing SRIZ 

 Summerset seeks the inclusion of a minimum on-site car parking requirement for Retirement Village 

Premises as follows:  

Activity Required Car Parking Spaces 

Retirement Village Premises 1 per independent living residential unit. Parking for other 

residents, staff and visitors calculated on the basis of 0.3 

parking spaces per care home and hospital bed. 

 WDC Planning seeks the inclusion of minimum on-site car parking requirements for Retirement Villages, 

General Commercial and General Community as follows: 

Activity Required Car Parking Spaces Required Bicycle Parking 

Spaces 

Retirement Village 0.8 spaces plus 0.2 visitor spaces 

per retirement unit 

Long stay: 1 per 15 

employees 

General Commercial 1 space per 50m2 Long stay: 1 per 15 

employees 

General Community 1 per 5 persons the facility is 

designed to accommodate for 

facilities with a specified number 

of seats or occupants. For all 

other facilities, 5 spaces per 

100m2 GFA 

Long stay: 1 per 15 

employees 

Short-stay: 2 parks plus 1 per 

1,000m2 GFA 

 WDC Infrastructure requests that provision is made in Table TRA 1 for a new category for ‘General 

Public Amenities’ and for playgrounds that meet certain maximum bulk, scale and location controls. 

 Transpower New Zealand Limited (Transpower) requests an amendment to clearly state that the 

National Grid is not subject to the requirements of Appendix 1A. 
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 MoE requests that TRA Appendix 1A be amended by adding the following wording to Required Car 

Parking Spaces for Primary and Secondary Schools and Pre-Schools and Childcare Facility "(to be 

allocated as visitor parking) plus one 99% car loading bay (or pick-up / drop off bay) per 100 pupils" 

 11 submitters29 request that the parking space requirement for residential units should be amended to 

remain at 2 spaces per residential unit as it is in the WDP, and that parking requirements for multi-unit 

housing should be removed in zones other than the High-density Residential Zone (HDR). 

 Landowners requests that the car parking requirement for minor residential units be removed. 

 Housing NZ seeks the following specific amendments to Table TRA 1:  

Activity Required Car Parking Spaces Required Bicycle Parking 

Spaces 

Principal Residential Unit 1 per unit No minimum for studio 

and 1 bedroom units within the 

High-density Residential Zone  

 

1 per 1 – 2 or more bedrooms 

units in the High-density 

Residential Zone all other Zones  

 

2 per 3+ bedroom unit in all other 

Zones 1 per dwelling in all other 

zones 

Nil 

Minor Residential Unit 1 per unit No minimum Nil 

Multi-Unit Development 1 per unit within the High-density 

Residential Zone  

 1 per studio or single bedroom 

unit in all other zones.    

 2 per two or more bedroom 

residential units in all other zones  

No minimum for studio and 1 

bedroom units in the High-density 

Residential and Medium-density 

Residential Zones 

1 per 2 or more bedroom units in 

the High-density Residential and 

Medium-density Residential 

Zones.  

1 per dwelling in all other zones.  

Plus 1 visitor car parking space 

for every 4 residential units 

provided 

Long stay: 1 per unit without 

a dedicated garage   

1 short stay parking space 

per 20 dwellings.   

1 secure (long-stay) space 

per dwelling without a 

dedicated garage, for 

developments of 20 or more 

dwellings.   

 Cecilie Haines opposes the change in Table TRA 1.  

                                                      
 
29 Gary Dow, Kerry Grundy, Derrick Doar, Faye Moore, Agnes Smith, Jill McLeod, Julian Wilson, Jennifer Edwards, Lynda 
Stallworthy, Clare Morgan and the Puriri Park and Maunu Residents Society Inc (Puriri Park Society). 
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 G Gibson and C Hanger request that TRA Appendix 1B be deleted and consequential amendments be 

made to TRA Appendix 1F. 

 NZTA and Housing NZ request that TRA Appendix 1B be retained as notified.  

Discussion 

 I support the proposed car parking requirements in Table TRA 1 while noting that I recommend 

amendments in response to submissions as discussed below.   

 I do not support the amendment sought by the Oil Companies to the service station parking rate. While 

I recognise the intent of the submission and the general meaning of “forecourt area”, in my opinion the 

amendment as requested lacks clarity and could lead to inefficiencies in monitoring and compliance. In 

my opinion the provision as notified clearly requires parking based on the retail space GFA only.  

 I do not support the amendment sought by Kneehy with regard to grocery store parking requirements. 

No information has been provided within the submission to justify any amendment and the notified 25m2 

is consistent with other District Plans such as the Far North District Plan and is more permissive than 

the WDP.   

 I do not support amending the emergency service parking rate to be based on ‘on-duty’ employees. This 

distinction has not been made for any other activity and would present monitoring complications in my 

opinion.  

 I do not support specifying an exemption or distinction for the ‘upper Maunu part of Living 1 

Environment’. It is unclear where the exact boundaries of this area are, and in my opinion, a unique 

parking rate is not justified in Maunu.  

 I do not support the amendments requested by Fonterra. This provision has been identified as not being 

open for submission as it was addressed through Plan Change 85B which became operative in March 

2019. The submission point is therefore out of scope in my opinion. If the submission point were 

considered to be in scope, no evidence has been provided by Fonterra as to why the parking exemption 

should extend outside of the Fonterra Kauri Milk Processing Site.  

 I support the amendment sought by Summerset with regard to the inclusion of a parking rate for 

retirement villages because there was no parking rate provided in the notified provisions. However, I 

recommend minor wording amendments to improve clarity. I also support the inclusion of a bicycle 

parking requirement as requested by WDC Planning to encourage active transport for employees.  

 I support the inclusion of minimum parking rates for general commercial and general community 

activities for the reasons outlined in WDC Planning’s submission30.  

                                                      
 
30 Page 13, Point# 78 of submission 236. 
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 I support the inclusion of minimum parking rates for the newly defined General Public Amenities31 for 

the reasons outlined in WDC Infrastructure’s submission32. I similarly support clarification regarding 

parking requirements for playgrounds. In my opinion the current Recreational Facilities parking rate does 

not appropriately apply to playgrounds. I recommend that playgrounds be exempt from this parking 

requirement as they are either designed to be local neighbourhood playgrounds to be used by residents 

within walking distance, or to function as destination playgrounds which are in proximity to other shared 

public car parks, and therefore do not require designated car parking in my opinion. 

 I support the amendment requested by Transpower as the parking rates are not intended to apply to 

network utilities and recommend an amendment to Table TRA 1 to specify that network utilities do not 

require parking. 

 I support the amendments requested by MoE for the reasons outlined in their submission33.  

 With regard to the car parking and bicycle rates for principal residential units, minor residential units and 

multi-unit development, I recommend that the provisions be amended as set out in Attachment 2. In 

my opinion these amendments are appropriate for the following reasons: 

• It is onerous to require 2 parking spaces for a single bedroom residential unit and the notified 1 

required space is appropriate. 

• It is appropriate for 2-bedroom principal residential units outside of the HDR to provide 2 car 

parking spaces to be consistent with the proposed multi-unit development parking requirements. 

Having a lower threshold for standalone principal residential units than for multi unit developments 

would create a perverse permitted baseline.  

• As discussed in Part 6 of this s42A report, the rules for multi-unit development are recommended 

to remain within the Medium-density Residential Zone (MDR). Therefore, I consider it appropriate 

to retain the multi-unit development parking requirements in relation to the MDR to ensure 

appropriate visitor car parking and bicycle parking are provided.  

• Insufficient justification has been provided by Housing NZ regarding the requested reductions in 

car parking requirements. While I acknowledge the benefits that may be achieved by these 

amendments, Whangarei is still heavily dependent on private motor vehicles and does not have 

the public transport infrastructure to support complete removal or significant reductions of parking 

minimums, as discussed in the s32 Report34. 

• In my opinion it is not appropriate to exempt minor residential units from car parking as they could 

generate similar effects on parking and transport as a 1 bedroom principal residential unit. I note 

that the proposed provision is a reduction of the 2 spaces required under the WDP.  

                                                      
 
31 Refer to Section N of Part 1 of the s42A report. 
32 Page 4, Sub No. 7 of submission 242. 
33 Pages 12 – 13, ID# 22 of submission 267. 
34 Page 34. 
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• I support the inclusion of a short stay bicycle parking requirement for multi-unit developments to 

encourage visitor cycling.   

• Minor amendments are recommended to improve clarity and consistency of wording. 

 In my opinion TRA Appendix 1B is appropriate as notified and is important in achieving the proposed 

TRA policies and objectives and encouraging a change in transport modes. I note that in response to 

other submissions I recommend that non-compliance with the parking maximums be amended from a 

dictionary activity to a restricted discretionary activity.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TRA Appendix 1A as set out in Attachment 2. 

b. Retain TRA Appendix 1B as notified.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

G Gibson 17.5 Reject b 

C Hanger 21.5 Reject b 

Bunnings 60.11 Accept a 

G Dow 70.13 Accept in part a 

K Grundy 73.18 Accept in part a 

K Grundy 73.19 Reject a 

D Doar 75.3 Accept in part a 

F Moore 92.7 Accept in part a 

The Oil Companies 101.20 Accept in part a 

C Haines 106.9 Reject a 

A Smith 108.2 Accept in part a 

J McLeod 111.2 Accept in part a 

J Wilson 122.7 Accept in part a 

Landowners 138.32 Reject a 

Kneehy 144.3 Reject a 

Southpark 154.8 Accept a 

Fire NZ 165.65 Reject  a 

J Edwards 193.15 Accept in part a 

J Edwards 193.16 Reject a 

J Edwards 193.20 Reject a 

L Stallworthy 199.4 Accept in part a 

Fonterra  202.19 Reject a 

Summerset 205.27 Accept in part a 

NDHB 206.22 Accept a 

Commercial Centres 210.27 Accept a 

Foodstuffs 225.26 Accept a 

WDCP Planning 236.78 Accept in part a 

NZTA 240.46 Accept b 

WDC Infrastructure 242.9 Accept a 

Transpower 247.1 Accept a 

The University 248.15 Accept a 

MoE 267.17 Accept a 

Housing NZ 268.160 Accept in part a 

Housing NZ 268.161 Accept b 

C Morgan 290.11 Accept in part a 

Puriri Park Society 301.16 Accept in part a 

Puriri Park Society 301.17 Reject a 
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r. Bicycle Parking 

Submission Information 

 Woolworths requests that the long stay bicycle space requirement be amended to 1 per 15 employees 

in Table TRA 1. 

 Landowners requests the following amendments with regard to bicycle parking: 

• Delete the required bicycle parking spaces in TRA Appendix 1. 

• Add requirement that 1 bicycle space be required per local authority employee, and reduced 

number of car park requirements to encourage cycling. 

• Delete requirement to provide showers for cyclists in TRA Appendix 1D. 

 NZTA requests that a technical guidance on bicycle parking be included or that reference be made to 

the “Workplace Cycle Parking Guide” prepared by Transport for London. 

 MoE requests that TRA Appendix 1D be retained as notified.  

 Housing NZ seeks the following specific amendment to TRA Appendix 1D: 

Where long stay bicycle parking spaces are provided for offices, education facilities and hospitals, end-of 

trip facilities shall be provided on-site in accordance with Table TRA-4. ... 

Discussion 

 It is unclear what activity Woolworths is referring to with regard to the amendment sought for bicycle 

parking. My inference is that the grocery store threshold is the activity of concern. After reviewing the 

proposed bicycle parking rates, I consider that the bicycle parking space requirements for commercial 

activities should be amended to be 1 per 15 employees to achieve consistency. This is supported by 

the expert advice provided by Mr McKenzie as detailed in Attachment 5 to Part 1 of the s42A Report.  

 I do not support the amendments sought by Landowners. In my opinion deleting the requirement to 

provide bicycle parking spaces would not achieve the proposed TRA objectives and policies. It is unclear 

why local authority employees would necessitate a higher bicycle parking requirement and no evidence 

is provided within the submission. I consider it appropriate to require showers for long stay bicycle 

parking spaces to encourage and enable commuter biking.  

 It is unclear what the intended outcome of referencing technical guidance on bicycle parking is. In my 

opinion this guidance is more appropriately provided through Council’s Urban Design Guidelines and I 

do not recommend that it be included within PC109.  

 I agree with Housing NZ’s submission point that residential activities should not be required to provide 

end-of-trip-facilities and recommend an amendment to reflect this.  
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Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend the required long stay bicycle parking rates for Commercial Activities in TRA Appendix 
1A as set out in Attachment 2. 

b. Retain bicycle parking rates in TRA Appendix 1A as notified, noting that amendments are 
recommended in response to other submissions.  

c. Amend TRA Appendix 1D as set out in Attachment 2. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

Woolworths 51.13 Accept a 

Landowners  138.32 Reject b 

Landowners  138.33 Reject b 

Landowners 138.34 Reject c 

NZTA 240.39 Reject b 

MoE 267.18 Accept in part c 

Housing NZ 268.162 Accept in part c 

 

s. Parking Exemption Area 

Submission Information 

 The University requests that the parking exemption provisions of TRA Appendix 1B and 1F be retained 

as notified. 

 Northland AA submitted on TRA Appendix 1F but sought no specific relief.  

 W Rossiter submitted on TRA Appendix 1F stating that the inner city should include the lower end of 

Clyde, Hannah and Roberts Streets to the river and Reyburn Street.  

Discussion 

 In my opinion TRA Appendix 1F is appropriate as notified as it generally applies to the areas comprising 

the City Centre, Mixed-use and Waterfront Zones.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain TRA Appendix 1B as notified.  

b. Retain TRA Appendix 1F as notified.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

The University 248.16 Accept a, b 

Northland AA 304.17 Reject b 

W Rossiter 316.13 Reject b 
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t. Parking Reduction Factors 

Submission Information 

 Southpark, Commercial Centres, Foodstuffs, The University and Housing NZ request that Table TRA 5 

in TRA Appendix 1E be retained as notified.  

 G Dow, K Grundy, C Haines, J Edwards and the Puriri Park Society request that Table TRA 5 be 

removed. 

 WDC Planning requests amendments to Table TRA 5 as detailed in their submission35 to correct minor 

errors and improve clarity.  

 NZTA requests amendments to Table TRA 5 as detailed in their submission36 to provide more clarity to 

criteria 1, 2 and 6 and to delete criteria 3 – 5 and 7. 

Discussion 

 I support the retention of Table TRA 5 and TRA Appendix 1E for the reasons outlined in the s32 Report37 

and in the submissions supporting the provisions while noting that I have recommended amendments 

in response to other submission points.  

 I support the deletion of criteria 3 and 7, and the merging of criteria 4 and 6, for the reasons outlined in 

NZTA’s submission38. I recommend minor wording amendments to criterion 6 to improve its efficiency 

and effectiveness. I do not consider it appropriate to provide for a parking reduction where there is 

confirmed funding for a future cycle path, because the benefits of active transport usage would not be 

present at the time a parking reduction factor would be provided for and the timing of the construction 

of the cycle path would be uncertain.  

 I recommend amendments to criterion 1 to clarify that the reduction applies in proximity to transport 

stops rather than services. I do not recommend linking the parking reduction to the hours of operation 

of the transport service. In my opinion it is impractical for an activity to provide higher parking levels at 

certain times of the day and reduced parking at other times. The hours and frequency stated in the 

criteria are intended to approximate a relatively high frequency service indicating an area where public 

transport options exist.  

 I do not recommend including “free of charge” in criteria 2. Car park charging is outside the control of 

the district plan and is not a relevant consideration in my opinion. NZTA refers to unintended 

consequences as a result of reliance on paid parking. My inference is that their concern is related to 

spill over parking into residential streets. However, this can be managed through various non-RMA 

methods such as resident parking permits.  

                                                      
 
35 Page 427 of submission 236. 
36 Pages 22 – 23 of submission 240. 
37 Pages 35 – 37. 
38 Pages 22 – 23 of submission 240. 
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 I do not recommend deleting criterion 5 as this type of activity represents a scenario where reduced car 

parking may be appropriate as the different activities have different demand times for parking and can 

share parking spaces.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TRA Appendix 1E as set out in Attachment 2.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

G Dow 70.14 Reject a 

K Grundy 73.20 Reject a 

C Haines 106.10 Reject a 

Southpark 154.9 Accept in part a 

J Edwards 193.17 Reject a 

Commercial Centres 210.28 Accept in part a 

Foodstuffs 225.27 Accept in part a 

WDC Planning 236.80 Accept  a 

WDC Planning 236.81 Accept in part a 

NZTA 240.47 Accept in part a 

NZTA 240.48 Accept a 

The University 248.17 Accept in part a 

Housing NZ 268.163 Accept in part a 

Puriri Park Society 301.18 Reject a 

 

u. Private Access Standards 

Submission Information 

 B Hall, PBRRA, A and J Morgan and A Jameson submitted on Table TRA 9, and while not requesting 

any specific relief, expressed general support for the private access requirements.  

 Housing NZ requests that TRA Appendix 2D be deleted and replaced as detailed in the submission39 to 

relate the private access standards to the number of car parking spaces proposed rather than the 

number of residential units.  

Discussion 

 In my opinion TRA Appendix 2D is appropriate as proposed. I acknowledge Housing NZ’s logic behind 

aligning the standards with the number of parking spaces rather than the number of principal residential 

units. However, as far as I can discern the only material outcome of this amendment is that in the HDR 

or MDR where 5 – 8 one-bedroom residential units are proposed on a private access, the lesser urban 

standards would apply. This is a very specific instance, and in my opinion, it is not necessary to make 

this amendment for this specific scenario which would in turn create inconsistencies with WDC’s 

Engineering Standards. Additionally, Housing NZ has not provided any justification of the standards 

detailed in their submission except for the fact that they have been used in the Auckland Unitary Plan.  

                                                      
 
39 Pages 75 – 76, ID# 38 of submission 268. 
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Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain TRA Appendix 2D as notified. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

B Hall 83.7 Accept a 

PBRRA 139.8 Accept a 

A and J Morgan 170.18 Accept a 

Housing NZ 268.164 Reject a 

A Jameson 291.5 Accept a 

 

v. One Network Road Classification  

Submission Information 

 WDC Infrastructure have requested that the One Network Road Classification (ONRC) mapping be 

amended as detailed in their submission40.  

 NZTA requests that TRA Appendix 3 be retained as notified and that a roading classification be 

introduced for State Highway 15. 

Discussion 

 I acknowledge the submission from WDC Infrastructure and support the intent of ensuring that the 

ONRC mapping is correct. The notified mapping was obtained from NZTA’s website. The mapping 

provided by WDC Infrastructure identifies some differences to the notified mapping, but due to the scale 

and the format of the submission it is difficult to translate the information into the District Plan Planning 

Maps.  

 I have sought GIS shapefiles from WDC Infrastructure; however, due to timeframes these have not been 

made available. Due to insufficient information, I do not support amending the notified ONRC mapping 

in accordance with the WDC Infrastructure submission. However, if sufficient information were provided 

at the hearing I would reconsider this position.  

 I support including a classification for State Highway 15; however, NZTA has not requested a specific 

category.  

 The s32 Report identified these issues with the proposed ONRC mapping, stating: 

“…there are some roads that have not yet been mapped by the Roading team, including State Highway 15. 

It is intended for the Roading team to finalise the categorisations for these roads through submissions to the 

notified plan change. However, if Roading does not make any submission then State Highway 15 is proposed 

to be identified as a “Regional” road and all other uncategorised roads are proposed to be identified as Low 

Volume Roads.  

                                                      
 
40 Pages 18 – 23 of submission 242.  
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There are also some private roads that are shown as being “uncategorised” on the proposed Planning Maps. 

It is intended that Roading will review these private roads and address them through submissions to the 

notified plan change. However, if Roading does not make any submission then all private roads will be 

removed from the mapping and not shown as any hierarchy category.” 

 Given that no specific category has been requested by NZTA, and that the information provided by WDC 

Infrastructure cannot be converted into the Planning Maps, I recommend that the ONRC mapping be 

amended in accordance with the s32 Report. I am open to reconsidering my position on this matter 

should further information and clarification be provided at the hearing. 

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain TRA Appendix 3 as notified.  

b. Amend the Resource Area maps as set out in Attachment 5. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

NZTA 240.50 Accept a 

NZTA 240.102 Accept b 

WDC Infrastructure 242.10 Reject b 

 

w. Rail Setbacks 

Submission Information 

 KiwiRail request the inclusion of the following new rules: 

• Requirement for buildings to be setback 5m from a railway corridor. Alternative relief is suggested 

that the setbacks be included within the relevant zone chapters.  

• Requirement for forestry replanting within 5 years from harvesting within 10 metres of a railway 

corridor boundary. 

Discussion 

 I do not support the inclusion of these rules within the TRA Chapter. In my opinion the rule managing 

building setbacks from the railway corridor more appropriately links to amenity issues for the relevant 

zone and should be considered on a zone by zone basis under the relevant chapter. Mr Pickering has 

addressed this in Part 1 of the s42A Report41.  

 In my opinion the requested rule regarding forestry setbacks is unclear. My interpretation of the 

requested wording is that it would require forestry replanting to be within 10m of the railway corridor. 

However, the dialogue within KiwiRail’s submission suggests that the opposite outcome is sought. 

Nevertheless, in my opinion this rule is not appropriate within the TRA Chapter. The chapter does not 

directly manage the railway corridor as the transport network is not considered to include the railway 

                                                      
 
41 Section L. 
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corridor in the context of the TRA chapter. While there are objectives and policies in the Strategic 

Direction Chapter relating to Regionally Significant Infrastructure there are no objectives and policies in 

the TRA Chapter which would relate to a rule requiring forestry to be set back from the railway corridor.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain the TRA Chapter as notified, noting that amendments have been recommended in 
response to other submissions.   
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

KiwiRail 265.30 Reject a 

KiwiRail 265.31 Reject a 

 

x. Noise 

Submission Information 

 NZTA and KiwiRail request the inclusion of a new objective, policy and rule to manage noise sensitive 

activities in proximity to state highways and the rail corridor. The objective and policy requested are as 

follows: 

New Objective: Transport Network Effects  

Sensitive activities (including subdivision) are protected from potential health and amenity effects by:  

1. Setbacks or buffer corridors within which incompatible activities will be managed;  

2. Controls on activities where they can be affected by the operation, maintenance, upgrade and 

development of the transport network. 

 

New Policy: Transport Network Effects  

Protect sensitive activities and subdivision from potential health and amenity effects that may arise from the 

safe and efficient operation, maintenance, repair, upgrading, removal and development of the transport 

network by:  

1. locating and designing new buildings and activities sensitive to noise to manage potential effects of the 

railway corridor and national and regional road network;  

2. managing access to the railway corridor and national and regional road network;  

3. managing the location of sensitive activities (including subdivision) through set-backs and design controls. 

 The requested rules are detailed in the submissions42, and seek to require setbacks and noise barriers 

or to require noise insulation and mechanical ventilation standards for any new building or alteration to 

an existing building that contains a noise sensitive activity within 100m of a state highway carriageway 

or the railway network. 

                                                      
 
42 Pages 14 – 16 of submission 240 and pages 6 – 9, Submission point #25 of submission 265. 
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Discussion 

 I acknowledge the merit in the requested provisions to manage noise effects, protect amenity values of 

sensitive activities adjacent to state highways and the rail network, and to manage reverse sensitivity 

effects on state highways and the rail network. Due to the technical nature of these submission, advice 

has been sought from Jon Styles – see Attachment 6 of Part 1 of the s42A Report. Mr Styles has 

reviewed the requested rules and addressed them under the following key topics: 

• Outdoor road noise – rules relating to managing external noise levels adjacent to state highways. 

• Indoor road and rail noise – rules requiring noise insulation to specified levels adjacent to state 

highways and the rail network.  

• Indoor road and rail vibration – rules requiring activities to be designed to achieve specified 

vibration levels adjacent to state highways and the rail network. 

• Mechanical ventilation – rules requiring mechanical ventilation above and beyond the 

requirements of the Building Code where windows must be closed to achieve the prescribed 

indoor noise levels. 

 Mr Styles has provided recommendations to the above topics on pages 19 – 20 of his report which are 

summarised below: 

• Not adopt the outdoor road noise provisions until a thorough cost and benefit evaluation is 

undertaken.  

• Adopt the indoor road and rail noise provisions subject to minor modifications on the wording and 

specification of barriers.  

• Not adopt the indoor road and rail vibration provisions, and instead require a setback from rail in 

rural areas of the District. 

• Adopt provisions requiring mechanical ventilation above and beyond the requirements of the 

Building Code where windows must be closed to achieve the prescribed indoor noise levels. 

• Reconsider the definition of ‘noise sensitive activities’ to ensure that any adopted rules are applied 

to appropriate activities.  

 Based on Mr Styles’ advice, I do not support the inclusion of outdoor road noise provisions or indoor 

road and rail vibration provisions. No information has been provided by the submitter to undertake a 

thorough cost and benefit evaluation. Until then, I do not support these provisions. 

 I acknowledge Mr Styles’ recommendation to introduce a setback from rail in the rural areas of the 

District; however, in my opinion this is not within the scope of the plan changes and could not have been 

reasonably anticipated by land owners. If this is considered by the Commissioners to be in scope, I do 

not support inclusion of rules at this time because no information has been provided by the submitters 

or by Mr Styles regarding what the appropriate setback distance is. 
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 With regard to the indoor road and rail noise provision, I acknowledge Mr Styles’ recommendation from 

an acoustic perspective; however, I have concerns from a planning perspective regarding the associated 

economic costs and risks.  

 In my opinion the economic implications of the requested provisions have not been fully substantiated 

by the submitter. Several further submissions identify this as a concern and oppose the submission 

points43. A report prepared in 2013 by Beca Ltd titled New Zealand Transport Agency Building Acoustic 

Mitigation Case Study44 suggests that building acoustic mitigation installation could cost an extra 10% 

of the building costs. Further research indicates that the costs of achieving adequate acoustic insulation 

would be estimated at 1 – 8% of the total cost for a new building45. However, it appears that there would 

be several variables which could affect this cost such as proximity to the state highway or rail, the level 

of noise insulation required, whether or not mechanical ventilation is required, and whether it is a new 

build or a retrofit.  

 The request to apply rules within a 100m buffer area would affect approximately 7,500 properties across 

the District. In my opinion an obligation should be placed, at least in part, on infrastructure providers to 

manage their impacts in terms of noise. In the absence of evidence from the submitters, it appears that 

these provisions may result in many property owners bearing the full costs.  

 WDC is required to provide sufficient feasible residential capacity in accordance with the National Policy 

Statement on Urban Development Capacity (NPS-UDC). The implications of the requested rules on the 

feasible capacity have not been identified by the submitter and could impact WDC’s ability to give effect 

to the NPS-UDC.  

 With regard to the potential increased costs, Mr Styles states the following on page 14 in his report: 

“It is likely that most modern constructions will achieve the noise level reduction requirements without any 

special acoustical design input, and only mechanical ventilation and thermal cooling will be required to 

ensure that the windows can remain closed in warm weather.” 

 On the basis of Mr Styles’ advice, I do not support the inclusion of insulation provisions within the district 

plan. In my opinion it is more appropriate and more efficient to rely on other legislation, such as the 

Building Code, to manage these aspects. Including duplicative rules within the district plan has the 

potential to increase costs associated with consent applications and noise assessments for limited 

benefit.  

 Due to the number of properties affected, and the uncertainty of costs there is significant risk associated 

with the requested provisions in my opinion. Until these costs can be fully understood and assessed in 

accordance with s32AA I do not consider it appropriate to include the requested insulation provisions.  

                                                      
 
43 The University x337, Foodstuffs x338, Southpark x359, Bunnings x376, Commercial Centres x380 and Housing NZ x382 
44 https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/Highways-Information-Portal/Technical-disciplines/Noise-and-vibration/Research-and-
information/Other-research/NZ1-8305016-Building-Acoustic-Mitigation-Case-Study.pdf 
45 Based on research of other Council’s information including “Auckland Council’s 2.43 land transport noise – section 32 
evaluation for the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan”. 

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/Highways-Information-Portal/Technical-disciplines/Noise-and-vibration/Research-and-information/Other-research/NZ1-8305016-Building-Acoustic-Mitigation-Case-Study.pdf
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/Highways-Information-Portal/Technical-disciplines/Noise-and-vibration/Research-and-information/Other-research/NZ1-8305016-Building-Acoustic-Mitigation-Case-Study.pdf
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 With regard to the requested mechanical ventilation provisions, the operative Noise and Vibration 

Chapter (NAV) has provisions which require compliance with the ventilation requirements of the Building 

Code where windows are required to be closed to achieve specified sound levels – see NAV.6.5 of the 

WDP. Mr Styles states on page 16 of his report: 

“In our experience, simple compliance with clause G4 of the Building Code will supply a relatively low volume 

of fresh air, but will not provide appreciable cooling. This will lead to occupants opening windows and doors 

for thermal comfort, thereby negating any benefits of the acoustic insulation and invalidating the cost and 

effort to meet the acoustic controls.” 

 I accept Mr Styles’ advice on the matter and acknowledge the merit of the requested provisions. 

However, I note that even if mechanical ventilation is provided there are monitoring and compliance 

complications because people may still choose to open windows. The costs of running an air 

conditioning system throughout the summer is significantly higher than opening windows and doors and 

it is unreasonable to expect that people would not open windows throughout this period. As stated by 

Mr Styles, this would undermine the benefits of these provisions. 

 The economic implications of providing mechanical ventilation have not been substantiated by the 

submitters. I consider it appropriate that this assessment is provided before or at the hearing to support 

these submission points. Until then, I do not support the inclusion of mechanical ventilation 

requirements.  

 Given the above discussion, I do not support the inclusion of the rules requested by NZTA and KiwRail. 

As a result, I do not support the requested objective and policy as there would not be a rule to link to 

them. I support the general intent of the requested objectives and policies, but consider that these issues 

are addressed by TRA-O1, O2 and O5.  

 If the Commissioners are of a mind to include rules: 

• Mr Styles has raised concerns regarding the wording and specification of ‘barriers’. I agree with 

Mr Styles that where activities are well screened by natural topography that this should be taken 

into consideration.  

• Mr Styles has raised concerns regarding the definition of ‘noise sensitive activities’. I agree with 

Mr Styles that the operative definition of ‘noise sensitive activities’ is too broad and differs from 

the terminology used by the submitters (‘activities sensitive to noise’). My inference based on the 

information provided by the submitters and Mr Styles’ advice is that one of the main adverse 

effects that the requested provisions aim to manage is sleep disturbance effects. Therefore, until 

further information is provided to justify applying the provisions to other activities, I consider that 

if the Commissioners are minded to apply rules then those rules should be limited to residential 

activities.  

• With regard to mechanical ventilation, I consider it appropriate that any rules requiring insulation 

adopt the operative approach under the NAV Chapter of relying on the Building Code (NAV.6.5). 
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This achieves consistency with the operative provisions and simplifies and streamlines the 

requested provisions.  

• In terms of plan architecture, if the Commissioners are minded to apply rules then in my opinion 

they best fit within the NAV Chapter rather than the TRA Chapter. NAV.6.5 contains rules relating 

to sound insulation requirements within various zones and would be a logical place to include any 

additional rules.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Not include the requested provisions relating to noise and vibration effects from state highways 
and the rail network.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

NZTA 240.30 Reject a 

NZTA 240.31 Reject a 

NZTA 240.32 Reject a 

KiwiRail 265.22 Reject a 

KiwiRail 265.23 Reject a 

KiwiRail 265.24 Reject a 

 

y. Consequential Amendments 

Submission Information 

 PNTJV and PNJV consider that there may need to be consequential amendments to the objectives and 

policies and TRA-R14 in response to their other relief sought in respect to PC109.  

Discussion 

 I have responded to the specific submission points from PNTJV and PNJV in the sections above and 

have considered the need for any consequential amendments. I do not consider it necessary to make 

further consequential amendments to the objectives, policies and TRA-R14 in response to these PNTJV 

and PNJV submission points. 

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain the TRA Chapter as notified, noting that amendments have been recommended in 
response to other submissions.   
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

PNTJV 142.16 Reject a 

PNTJV 142.20 Reject a 

PNJV 224.9 Reject a 

PNJV 224.13 Reject a 
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B. Plan Change 136 – Three Waters Management  

 Section B addresses submissions on PC136. Topic headings for the submissions assessed under 

PC136 are as follows:  

a. Whole Plan Change 

b. Definitions 

c. Overview 

d. Objectives 

e. Policies 

f. Activity Status 

g. Rules 

h. Integrated Three Waters Assessments 

i. Information Requirements  

j. Consequential Amendments 

 

a. Whole Plan Change 

Submission Information 

 B Hall, PBRRA, WHCA, J Boyes, Hans Peter Infanger, Pia Marty, Edward Morrell and Kay Tattley 

submitted on PC136 stating that there are current issues with the stormwater and wastewater systems 

in the Whangarei Heads area and that there should be no increase in residential development in this 

area until these issues are resolved.  

Discussion 

 PC136 is not proposing to amend the zone provisions relating to subdivision in the Whangarei Heads 

area and physical construction work is beyond the scope of the plan changes. I acknowledge the need 

to ensure that infrastructure is suitable to accommodate development and I consider the proposed 

PC136 provisions are appropriate to manage this aspect of land use and development.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain the TWM Chapter as notified, noting that amendments have been recommended 
elsewhere in response to other submissions. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

B Hall 83.13 Reject a 

PBRRA 139.14 Reject a 

PBRRA 139.15 Reject a 

WHCA 201.11 Reject a 

J Boyes 245.6 Reject a 

H Infanger and P Marty 286.4 Reject a 

E Morrell 296.1 Reject a 

K Tattley 300.3 Reject a 
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b. Definitions 

Submission Information 

 Public Health Northland seeks amendments to proposed definitions as well as the inclusion of a new 

definition for ‘Registered drinking water supply’ as follows: 

Drinking Water 

means water intended to be used for human consumption; and includes water intended to be used for food 

preparation, utensil washing, and oral or other personal hygiene. means has the same meaning as under 

section 69G of the Health (Drinking Water) Amendment Act 2007. 

Reticulated Stormwater Area 

Means any site within 2500m of an existing public primary stormwater system.  

Reticulated Wastewater Area 

Means any site: 

a) Within the Medium Density Residential, High Density Residential, Business, Marsden Primary Centre, 

Ruakaka Equine, Port, Airport or Hospital Zones; or 

b) Within the Low Density Residential Zone and Residential Zone within 500m of an existing reticulated 

wastewater network; or 

bc)  Within the RVZ, SRIZ, or the RUEZ (except the Toetoe or Whau Valley areas of the RUEZ) and within 

150m of an existing public reticulated wastewater network (excluding rising mains).  

Reticulated Water Supply Area 

Means any site: 

a) Within the Medium Density Residential, High Density Residential, Business, Marsden Primary Centre, 

Ruakaka Equine, Port, Airport or Hospital Zones; or 

b) Within 135500m of an existing public reticulated water supply distribution main. 

Registered Drinking Water Supply 

has the same meaning as in the Resource Management (National Environmental Standards of Human 

Drinking Water) Regulations 2007. 

 F Morgan seeks the following amendments to the proposed definitions: 

Reticulated NUO Networks 

means, in respect of infrastructure, connection to a system of pipes and ancillary development owned and 

operated by a network utility operator for the purposes of gas supply, telecommunications, power supply, 

water supply or stormwater or wastewater drainage. For the avoidance of doubt this does not include private 

reticulated systems owned by landholders or landholders in common. 

Reticulated Stormwater Area 

Means any site within 200m of an existing public primary reticulated WDC NUO stormwater system that can 

accept gravity flow from the site.  

Reticulated Wastewater Area 

Means any site: 

a) Within the Medium Density Residential, High Density Residential, Business, Marsden Primary Centre, 

Ruakaka Equine, Port, Airport or Hospital Zones; or 
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b) Within the RVZ, SRIZ, or the RUEZ (except the Toetoe or Whau Valley areas of the RUEZ) and within 

150m of an existing public reticulated WDC NUO wastewater network (excluding rising mains).  

Reticulated Water Supply Area 

Means any site: 

a) Within the Medium Density Residential, High Density Residential, Business, Marsden Primary Centre, 

Ruakaka Equine, Port, Airport or Hospital Zones; or 

b) Within 135m of an existing public reticulated water supply distribution main as measured along roads, 

right of ways or access paths. 

Discussion 

 The Drinking Water definition is prescribed by the Standards and I do not consider it appropriate to 

amend the definition as this would be inconsistent with the Standards. 

 I do not consider it appropriate to introduce a definition of Registered Drinking Water Supply as this term 

is not used anywhere in the plan.  

 I do not consider it appropriate to increase the Reticulated Stormwater Area and Water Supply Area 

catchments to 500m as requested by Public Health Northland. In my opinion this would be too onerous, 

could lead to perverse outcomes in terms of the design of the stormwater network and would be 

inconsistent with the WDC Water Supply Bylaw which limits the reticulated area to 135m. 

 I do not consider it appropriate to amend the definition of Reticulated Wastewater Area to include the 

Low Density Residential Zone and Residential Zone. These zones are intended to be unserviced and 

requiring connection would be inconsistent with the anticipated environmental outcomes for these areas.  

 I do not consider it appropriate to amend the definition of Reticulated to include reference to NUO 

(network utility operator) networks or to exclude privately-owned systems from the definition. The 

‘Reticulated’ definition already requires the infrastructure to be “owned and operated by a network utility 

operator”.  

 I acknowledge F Morgan’s concern that privately-owned reticulated networks could be developed. 

Rather than addressing this through amendments to the definitions which would have wider effects on 

other chapters of the WDP, I recommend amendments to the TWM Chapter to clarify that the provisions 

are referring to ‘public reticulated networks’ where relevant. In my opinion this improves the efficiency 

and effectiveness of the provisions.  

 I consider it appropriate to retain ‘primary’ in the Reticulated Stormwater Area definition as this narrows 

the scope of the definition. Without the reference to ‘primary’, the stormwater network would cover too 

broad of an area.  

 I support the amendment to limit the Reticulated Stormwater Area to areas that can accept gravity feeds 

from the site because WDC Stormwater Engineers have advised that stormwater is not required to be 

pumped to the public reticulated network. 

 I agree with F Morgan’s requested amendment to Reticulated Water Supply Area as this is consistent 

with the WDC Water Supply Bylaw and provides greater clarity to the definition.  
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Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain the notified definition of Drinking Water.  

b. Retain the notified definition of Reticulated, but consequentially amend the TWM Chapter to 
specify ‘public reticulated networks’ where appropriate as set out in Attachment 3. 

c. Amend the definition of Reticulated Stormwater Area as set out in Attachment 1 of Part 1 of 
the s42A Report. 

d. Retain the definition of Reticulated Wastewater Area as notified. 

e. Amend the definition of Reticulated Water Supply Area as set out in Attachment 1 of Part 1 of 
the s42A Report. 

f. Not introduce a new definition for Registered Drinking Water Supply.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

Public Health Northland 207.1 Reject a 

Public Health Northland 207.2 Reject f 

Public Health Northland 207.4 Reject c, d, e  

F Morgan 229.50 Accept in part b 

F Morgan 229.51 Accept in part c 

F Morgan 229.52 Reject d 

F Morgan 229.53 Accept e 

 

c. Overview 

Submission Information 

 F Morgan requests comprehensive amendments to the TWM Chapter to more accurately reflect the 

relevant resource management issue. The amendments include an overhaul of the TWM Overview as 

detailed in the submission46. 

 Housing NZ supports the TWM Overview and seeks that it be retained. 

Discussion 

 I consider the overall intent of the TWM Overview should be retained but I recommend amendments to 

provide greater clarity and alignment with the provisions. As detailed in the sections below, I have 

recommended amendments to the provisions of the TWM Chapter and therefore consider that the 

Overview should be amended to reflect these changes and highlight the purpose of Integrated Three 

Waters Assessments.  

 A reoccurring theme within F Morgan’s submission is the inclusion of provisions requiring written 

approval from Council, an approved building consent, or compliance with the Northland Regional Plan 

in order to comply with the TWM provisions. I do not support this approach as it duplicates other 

                                                      
 
46 Pages 32 – 33 of submission 229. 
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legislation and, in the case of written approval from council, results in compliance with a rule being 

determined by a non-RMA decision making process. I do not consider this to be an appropriate method. 

 I recommend an amendment to paragraph 3 of the proposed Overview to remove the statement that 

where sufficient capacity is not available in a reticulated network that a private system will be required. 

The notified wording implies that on-site servicing would be required (even in reticulated areas) where 

there is insufficient capacity. This is contradictory to the proposed provisions in my opinion as highlighted 

by Housing NZ47 and should be clarified.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend the TWM Overview as set out in Attachment 3. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

F Morgan 229.25 Accept in part a 

Housing NZ 268.165 Accept in part a 

 

d. Objectives 

Submission Information 

 The Oil Companies support TWM-O1 – O5 and seek that they be retained.  

 Fire NZ supports TWM-O1 and O2 and seeks that they be retained.  

 Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board (PTB) supports TWM-O5. 

 Housing NZ supports TWM-O1, O3 and O5 and seeks that they be retained.  

 F Morgan seeks the following specific amendments to TWM-O1 – O5: 

TWM-O1 – Connections 

Ensure that connection to reticulated three waters systems networks is are provided for within a reticulated 

areas Reticulated Stormwater Area, Reticulated Wastewater Area, or Reticulated Water Supply Area. 

TWM-O2 – Reticulated NUO Networks 

Maintain the effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability of reticulated NUO three waters networks 

TWM-O3 – Integrated Infrastructure 

Plan and provide for Ensure reticulated three waters systems infrastructure in an integrated and 

comprehensive manner (NUO or private) are provided for at the time of subdivision. 

TWM-O4 – Private Systems 

Ensure that private three waters systems (on-site or reticulated) are provided where connections are not 

provided to a reticulated NUO networks. 

 

                                                      
 
47 Page 78, ID# 7 of submission 268. 
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TWM-O5 – Adverse Effects 

Minimise adverse effects from stormwater and wastewater on people, property, infrastructure, the receiving 

environment and cultural values.  

 Fire NZ seeks the following specific amendments to TWM-O4: 

TWM-O4 – Private Systems 

Ensure that private three waters systems are provided in accordance with Whangarei District Council 

Environmental Engineering Standards (2010) where connections are not provided to reticulated networks. 

 Public Health Northland seeks the following specific amendments to TWM-O4: 

TWM-O4 – Private Systems 

Ensure that sustainable private three waters systems are provided where connections are not provided to 

reticulated networks and can be seamlessly integrated into the District’s three water systems in the future. 

 Public Health Northland seeks the inclusion of a new objective as follows: 

TWM-O6 – Future Proof 

Recognise the risks of natural hazard to the Three Waters Network and ensure TWN infrastructure and 

resource use decisions are informed by and respond to the potential effects of climate change to build 

community resilience during extreme weather events. 

Discussion 

 I acknowledge the support for TWM O2 – O5 and do not recommend any amendments. 

 I do not consider it appropriate to include ‘NUO’ within the objectives as requested by F Morgan. As 

discussed above, this has been addressed by including ‘public’ where appropriate.  

 In response to F Morgan I recommend that TWM-O1 be amended as set out in Attachment 3. I consider 

this amendment address minor grammar issues and provides greater clarity to the objective by 

referencing defined terms. I do not support changing the word ‘networks’ to ‘systems’ as network is 

consistent with the terminology used in the Engineering Standards 2018 (ES 2018).   

 I do not support F Morgan’s requested amendments to TWM-O3. In my opinion the amendments would 

be duplicative of TWM-O1, which already requires connection to reticulated networks, and TWM-O4 

which already requires on-site servicing where connection is not practicable. The intent of TWM-O3 is 

to ensure that reticulated infrastructure is developed in a planned and coordinated manner in 

accordance with policy 5.1.1 of the Northland Regional Policy Statement (NRPS). I consider the 

objective is appropriate as notified.  

 I do not support the amendments requested to TWM-O4 because in my opinion: 

• Stating that private three waters systems can be on-site or reticulated is not necessary. 

• It is not appropriate to include reference to the EES 2010. As discussed in section 2.2.3 of the 

s32 Report for PC136, the EES 2010 is being reviewed and replaced under a separate process 

and the new ES 2018 are not proposed to be incorporated by reference in the plan.  
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• “Sustainable management” is sufficiently addressed under Part 2 of the RMA. 

• Ensuring that private systems can be seamlessly integrated into reticulated systems in the future 

is not always practicable and can be onerous.  

 I consider is appropriate to retainTWM-O5 to achieve policies 4.2.2.2(c), 5.2.4(a), 7.1.8.2, 8.1.2 and 

Appendix 2 of the NRPS. While the functions of Regional Councils include the regulation of stormwater 

and wastewater discharge, as noted by F Morgan, I consider TWM-O5 relevant in relation to the 

functions of Territorial Authorities under s31 of the RMA.  

 I do not consider it appropriate to include a new objective relating to climate change and extreme 

weather events. As part of the rolling review a Hazards Plan Change will be undertaken which will 

include a more comprehensive review of provisions relating to hazards such as extreme weather events.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TWM-O1 as set out in Attachment 3. 

b. Retain TWM-O2 – O5 as notified. 

c. Not include a new objective relating to climate change.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

The Oil Companies 101.23 Accept in part a, b 

Fire NZ 165.72 Accept in part a, b 

Fire NZ 165.73 Reject b 

PTB 173.6 Accept b 

Public Health Northland 207.89 Reject b 

Public Health Northland 207.90 Reject c 

F Morgan 229.26 Accept in part a 

F Morgan 229.27 Reject b 

F Morgan 229.28 Reject b 

F Morgan 229.29 Reject b 

F Morgan 229.30 Reject b 

Housing NZ 268.166 Accept in part a, b  

 

e. Policies 

Submission Information 

 Fire NZ supports TWM-P1 – P4 and P6 and seeks that they be retained.  

 Housing NZ supports TWM-P1, P2, P4, P5, P7 and P8 and seeks that they be retained.  

 The Oil Companies support TWM-P2, P3, P7 and P8 and seek that they be retained.  

 Fonterra supports TWM-P6. 

 The Oil Companies seek the following specific amendment to TWM-P1: 
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TWM-P1 – Three Waters Infrastructure 

To ensure that three waters resources are appropriately managed by requiring subdivision and development 

outside of existing reticulated areas to provide three waters infrastructure that: 

1. Is coordinated, integrated and compatible with the existing infrastructure and capacities.  

2. Enables the existing network to be expanded or extended to adjacent land where that land is suitable 

for future reticulated development. 

 Public Health Northland seeks the following specific amendments to TWM-P6 and P9: 

TWM-P6 – Private Systems 

To ensure that where connection to a reticulated three waters network is not available or practicable that 

provision can be made for: 

1. A water supply. 

2. The treatment, disposal, and where appropriate attenuation, of stormwater in a way that does not lead 

to significant adverse effects on or off site. 

3. Management of wastewater via: 

a. An sustainable on-site wastewater treatment system; or 

b. Approval to connect to a sustainable private wastewater system. 

4. Easements for three water networks are identified to ensure future integration. 

 

TWM-P9 – Infrastructure 

To require subdividers and developers to meet the costs of any upgrades or extensions of sustainable 

reticulated three waters infrastructure which are attributed to the impacts of the subdivision or development.  

 Housing NZ seeks the deletion of TWM-P3 and the following specific amendment to TWM-P9: 

TWM-P9 – Infrastructure  

To require subdividers and developers to meet the fair and reasonable costs of any upgrades or extensions 

of reticulated three waters infrastructure which are attributed to the impacts of the subdivision or 

development.  

 F Morgan seeks the following specific amendments to TWM-P1 – P9: 

TWM-P1 – Three Waters Infrastructure 

To ensure that three waters resources are appropriately managed by requiring subdivision and development 

to provide three waters infrastructure that: 

1. Is coordinated, integrated and compatible with the existing infrastructure and capacities Provide three 

waters infrastructure that has obtained the appropriate regulatory approvals.  

2. Provide easements to enable a reticulated NUO Enables the existing network to be expanded or 

extended to adjacent land where that land is within a Reticulated Stormwater Area, Reticulated 

Wastewater Area or Reticulated Water Supply Area suitable for future reticulated development. 

TWM-P2 – Reticulated Areas 

To sustainably and efficiently manage three waters resources by avoiding private three waters on-site 

systems where connection to the reticulated network is practicable or where failure to connect may 

compromise the future extension of the reticulated network in a Reticulated Stormwater Area, Reticulated 

Wastewater Area or Reticulated Water Supply Area. 
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TWM-P3 – Capacity 

To manage the scale and design of subdivision and development in a Reticulated Stormwater Area, 

Reticulated Wastewater Area or Reticulated Water Supply Area where connection is provided proposed to 

reticulated NUO three waters networks to ensure that there is sufficient capacity in the reticulated networks, 

and where necessary require upgrades and/or extensions to the reticulated networks.  

 

TWM-P4 – Future Development 

To ensure that reticulated three waters infrastructure is designed to accommodate planned and future 

anticipated development permitted within the zone.  

 

TWM-P5 – Vested Assets 

To require vested assets, and connections to vested assets, to be designed and constructed in a manner 

that protects the ongoing operation, maintenance and upgrading of that asset. 

 

TWM-P6 – Private Systems 

To ensure that provision is made for private three waters services (on-site or reticulated) on land outside of 

a Reticulated Stormwater Area, Reticulated Wastewater Area or Reticulated Water Supply Area. where 

connection to a reticulated three waters network is not available or practicable that provision can be made 

for: 

1. A water supply. 

2. The treatment, disposal, and where appropriate attenuation, of stormwater in a way that does not lead 

to significant adverse effects on or off site. 

3. Management of wastewater via: 

a. An on-site wastewater treatment system; or 

b. Approval to connect to a private wastewater system. 

 

TWM-P7 – Flooding 

To reduce the risk of flood hazards or increased upstream and downstream flood levels resulting from 

stormwater discharges. 

 

TWM-P8 – Integrated Three Waters Assessments 

To require encourage Integrated Three Waters Assessments for large scale developments to: 

1. Manage Provide three waters infrastructure in an integrated and comprehensive manner. 

2. Enable and recognise the benefits of green infrastructure and low impact and water sensitive design 

that reduces demand.  

 

TWM-P9 – Infrastructure Contributions 

To require subdividers and developers to meet the costs of any upgrades or extensions of reticulated three 

waters infrastructure which are attributed to the impacts of the subdivision or development in accordance 

with the Financial Contributions Policy or Development Contributions Policy.  

Discussion 

 I acknowledge the support for TWM P5 – P7 and do not recommend any amendments. 
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 The intent of TWM-P1 is to relate to both reticulated and non-reticulated three waters infrastructure. I 

do not consider it appropriate to restrict the policy to only apply outside of reticulated areas as requested 

by the Oil Companies. 

 I agree with Housing NZ’s submission point48 that TWM-P3 is inconsistent with the TWM Overview 

section and have recommended amendments to the Overview as discussed in section c above to 

address this inconsistency.  

 I do not support the inclusion of ‘sustainable’ in TWM-P6 and P9 as requested by Public Health 

Northland as this creates ambiguity within the policies in my opinion, and “sustainable management” is 

addressed under Part 2 of the RMA. 

 I do not support the amendment requested by Public Health Northland to TWM-P6.4 relating to the 

requirement to provide easements for future integration. This aspect is managed through zone 

provisions within the relevant zones, such as the Rural (Urban Expansion) Zone. In other zones, such 

as the Low-density Residential Zone, it is not anticipated that services will be extended, and it is 

therefore not necessary to provide easements for future reticulation.  

 I support Housing NZ’s submission point49 on TWM-P9 as this provides greater clarity as to what costs 

the developer may be responsible for. 

 In response to F Morgan, I recommend that TWM-P1 – P4 and P8 be amended as set out in Attachment 

3. In my opinion these amendments, and the exclusion of other amendments sought by F Morgan, are 

appropriate for the following reasons: 

• I do not consider it appropriate to include ‘NUO’ within the policies. As discussed above, this has 

been addressed by including ‘public’ where appropriate.  

• I do not consider it appropriate to link an RMA decision to other regulatory approval processes. 

• Including ‘reticulated’ within TWM-P1 and replacing ‘land suitable for future reticulated 

development” with “land within a Reticulated Stormwater Area, Reticulated Wastewater Area or 

Reticulated Water Supply Area” provides more clarity to the policy by referring to defined terms.  

• There is no clear reason why ‘private thee waters systems’ should be replaced with ‘on-site 

systems’ in TWM-P2, and I consider that the proposed wording is more consistent with the 

language within the remainder of the chapter. 

• Including Reticulated Stormwater Area, Reticulated Wastewater Area or Reticulated Water 

Supply Area in TWM-P2 provides more clarity to the policy by referring to defined terms. However, 

I consider it appropriate to retain “where connection to the reticulated network is practicable” as 

there will be some instances where connection is not practicable in reticulated areas and an avoid 

policy is too onerous. 

                                                      
 
48 Page 78, ID# 7 of submission 268. 
49 Page 78, ID# 12 of submission 268. 
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• I do not consider it appropriate to include Reticulated Stormwater Area, Reticulated Wastewater 

Area or Reticulated Water Supply Area in TWM-P3 as this policy could also apply outside 

reticulated areas where connection is proposed.  

• In my opinion “proposed” is a more appropriate word than “provided” in TWM-P3.  

• I support the amendments sought to TWM-P4 for the reasons outlined in the submission50.  

• I consider TWM-P5 and P7 should be retained to achieve TWM-O2 and O5. In my opinion these 

are relevant resource management issues that require consideration at resource consent stage.  

• The amendments sought to TWM-P6 do not significantly alter the outcome of the policy and 

provide no clear improvement of the notified policy. I consider the notified policy provides greater 

clarity and specificity and should be retained.  

• I consider ‘require’ to be more appropriate than ‘encourage’ in TWM-P8 as Integrated Three 

Waters Assessments are required under proposed TWM-R6 and R7. 

• The amendments sought to TWM-P8.1 provide greater clarity and stronger policy direction. 

• I do not consider the amendment sought to TWM-P8.2 appropriate as it would reduce the scope 

of the benefits that can be achieved through these options. It is possible that other benefits such 

as reusing wastewater could be achieved. 

• I do not consider the amendments sought to TWM-P9 appropriate as this policy manages effects 

attributed to the proposed activity and is separate from Financial Contributions or Development 

Contributions.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TWM-P1 as set out in Attachment 3. 

b. Amend TWM-P2 as set out in Attachment 3. 

c. Amend TWM-P3 as set out in Attachment 3. 

d. Amend TWM-P4 as set out in Attachment 3. 

e. Retain TWM-P5 as notified. 

f. Retain TWM-P6 as notified. 

g. Retain TWM-P7 as notified. 

h. Amend TWM-P8 as set out in Attachment 3. 

i. Amend TWM-P9 as set out in Attachment 3. 
 
 
 

                                                      
 
50 Page 36 of submission 229. 
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Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

The Oil Companies 101.24 Reject a 

The Oil Companies 101.25 Accept in part b, c, g, h 

Fire NZ 165.74 Accept in part a – d, f 

Fonterra 202.9 Accept f 

Public Health Northland 207.91 Reject f 

Public Health Northland 207.92 Reject i 

F Morgan 229.31 Accept in part a 

F Morgan 229.32 Accept in part b 

F Morgan 229.33 Accept in part c 

F Morgan 229.34 Accept d 

F Morgan 229.35 Reject e 

F Morgan 229.36 Reject f 

F Morgan 229.37 Reject g 

F Morgan 229.38 Accept in part h 

F Morgan 229.39 Reject i 

Housing NZ 268.167 Accept in part a, b, d, e, g, h 

Housing NZ 268.168 Reject c 

Housing NZ 268.169 Accept i 

 

f. Activity Status 

Submission Information 

 PNTJV and PNJV request that: 

• TWM-R2 – R7 default to restricted discretionary activities where compliance is not achieved. 

• TWM-R3 be amended to have permitted activity status where compliance is achieved.  

• TWM-R4 – R5 be amended to have controlled activity status where compliance is achieved and 

to convert the matters of discretion into matters over which control is reserved.  

 F Morgan requests that TWM-R3 – R5 be amended to be controlled activities where compliance is 

achieved and restricted discretionary activities where compliance is not achieved with the matters of 

control being the "Matters listed in the HPW Chapter" and the matters of discretion being "the effects of 

any non-compliance with the controlled activity condition(s)." 

 WDC Infrastructure requests that a non-complying activity status be including for TWM-R6 and R7 for 

applications that do not provide the information requirements. 

 Housing NZ requests that: 

• TWM-R2 be amended to default to a restricted discretionary activity where compliance is not 

achieved.  

• TWM-R3 – R5 be amended to have controlled activity status where compliance is achieved and 

to convert the matters of discretion into matters over which control is reserved. Where compliance 
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is not achieved, it is requested that the activity status be restricted discretionary with matters of 

discretion specified in the submission51.  

• Change the discretionary activity status in TWM-R6 and R7 to restricted discretionary.   

Discussion 

 As discussed in more detail in section g below, I recommend that TWM-R2 be deleted. Therefore, 

changes to the activity status of this rule are unnecessary. If the Commissioners are of a mind to retain 

TWM-R2 then I recommend that it be amended to be a restricted discretionary activity where compliance 

is not achieved, with discretion restricted to the same matters listed in TWM-R3 with minor amendments 

to relate the matters to land use instead of subdivision.  

 With regard to the activity status of TWM-R3 – R5, the WDP currently imposes a controlled activity 

status for subdivision providing three waters services in compliance with the EES 2010. Where 

compliance with the EES 2010 cannot be achieved it is a restricted discretionary activity.  

 As discussed in the s32 Report52, the EES 2010 has been reviewed and updated and as a result will no 

longer be incorporated by reference in the district plan. As there is no longer a set of technical standards 

to assess three waters services against it is appropriate to impose a restricted discretionary activity 

status in my opinion. Controlled activity status does not enable Council to decline the application and 

provides limited ability to impose conditions which alter the application. The restricted discretionary rule 

approach is consistent with other recent plans such as the Auckland Unitary Plan and the Thames-

Coromandel District Plan. 

 As discussed in the s32 Report53, there has been minimal difference in costs and outcomes of restricted 

discretionary applications compared to controlled applications. I have checked the updated data from 

the WDC Resource Consents Annual Statistics for the Ministry for the Environment to confirm that this 

trend has continued. In 2018 – 2019 there were 22 controlled activity subdivisions and 21 restricted 

discretionary activity subdivisions. All the applications were non-notified and were granted. The average 

total cost of a controlled activity application was $58 more than the average total cost of a restricted 

discretionary activity application. While there is perceived cost and risk associated with a restricted 

discretionary application, in my opinion this is not supported by subdivision consent statistics.   

 I agree that amending the discretionary activity status in TWM-R6 – R7 to restricted discretionary is 

appropriate and improves the efficiency and effectiveness of the TWM provisions. These rules are 

primarily intended to introduce the Integrated Three Waters Assessment information requirement and it 

is not necessary to also require a change in activity status in my opinion. I consider it appropriate to 

restrict discretion to matters relating to the Integrated Three Waters Assessment. In accordance with 

s32AA I consider this the most appropriate response as it would not change the effectiveness of the 

provisions and would improve the efficiency of the provisions in my opinion. 

                                                      
 
51 Pages 80 – 83, ID#s 14 – 16 of submission 268. 
52 Pages 4 – 5 and 20 – 22. 
53 Pages 22 – 23. 
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 I do not consider it appropriate to include a non-complying activity status for TWM-R6 – R7 where the 

information requirements are not achieved. Section 88 of the RMA enables council to return applications 

that are incomplete. 

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Delete TWM-R2 as set out in Attachment 3. 

b. Retain the activity status of TWM-R3 – R5 as notified.   

c. Amend TWM-R6 – R7 as set out in Attachment 3. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

PNTJV 142.21 Accept in part a – c  

PNTJV 142.22 Reject b 

PNTJV 142.23 Reject b 

PNJV 224.14 Accept in part a – c 

PNJV 224.15 Reject b 

PNJV 224.16 Reject b 

F Morgan 229.41 Reject b 

WDC Infrastructure 242.11 Reject c 

Housing NZ 268.170 Reject a 

Housing NZ 268.171 Reject b 

Housing NZ 268.172 Accept c 

 

g. Rules 

Submission Information 

 F Morgan requests that TWM-R1 be deleted.  

 The Oil Companies request the following specific amendment to TWM-R2:  

TWM-R1  Impervious Areas 

All Zones 
except 
Business 
Zones 

Activity Status: P 
Where:  

 The rate of stormwater discharge from any new 
impervious area that drains to an existing reticulated 
system is at or below the pre-development rate. 

 Any other new impervious area complies with the 
requirements under rule TWM-R3. 

Activity Status when 
compliance not achieved: D  
 

 Atlas request the following specific amendment to TWM-R2: 

TWM-R2  Impervious Areas 

All Zones Activity Status: P 
Where:  

 Any new impervious area greater than 50m2 complies 
with the stormwater disposal requirements under rule 
TWM-R3(1)(a). 

Activity Status when 
compliance not achieved: D  
 

 F Morgan and WDC Planning request that TWM-R2 be deleted.  
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 Guy McGregor opposes TWM-R3 and requests that this rule be postponed until a full engineering review 

into stormwater design has been undertaken.  

 F Morgan requests that TWM-R3 – R5 are amended to include reference to the “anticipated land use” 

and a requirement to comply with the performance criteria in the building code and relevant rules in the 

Regional Plan as detailed in the submission54.  

 Fire NZ seeks that TWM-R5 be retained as notified.  

Discussion 

 I do not support the deletion of TWM-R1. This rule is necessary determine the activity status of any 

activity not stated in the chapter. Without this rule it would be unclear if activities such as the construction 

of impervious areas would require consent or not.  

 I support the deletion of TWM-R2. I consider that this rule and its associated effects are appropriately 

managed under the Regional Water and Soil Plan55 and the decision version of the Northland Regional 

Plan56. In my opinion there are no identified risks associated with this amendment as this resource 

management issue is more appropriately addressed by NRC.   

 I consider TWM-R3 to be appropriate as notified. A review of the EES 2010 has been undertaken and 

the compliance standards proposed within TWM-R3 have been developed through consultation with 

Council’s Waste and Drainage Asset Engineers to ensure appropriateness as stated in the s32 Report57.  

 I do not support the amendments to TWM-R3 – R5 requested by F Morgan because in my opinion: 

• Including “for the anticipated land use” within a rule lacks clarity and certainty. It would be difficult 

to determine compliance with this wording as many zones could have a wide range of land uses 

and anticipating which use would apply at subdivision stage is not always practical.   

• Requiring compliance with the building code and the Regional Plan under a district plan rule is 

duplicative. These legislations operate separately and do not need to be enforced through the 

TWM Chapter.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Delete TWM-R2 as set out in Attachment 3. 

b. Retain TWM-R1 and R3-R5 as notified.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

G McGregor 98.1 Reject b 

The Oil Companies 101.26 Accept in part a 

Atlas 129.25 Accept in part a 

                                                      
 
54 Pages 38 – 42 of submission 42. 
55 Rule 21.1.2 of the Regional Water and Soil Plan for Northland. 
56 Rule C.6.4.2 of the Proposed Regional Plan for Northland Decisions Version - 4 May 2019. 
57 Page 23. 
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Fire NZ 165.75 Accept b 

F Morgan 229.40 Accept in part a, b 

F Morgan 229.42 Reject b 

F Morgan 229.43 Reject b 

F Morgan 229.44 Reject b 

WDC Planning 236.82 Accept a 

 

h. Integrated Three Waters Assessments 

Submission Information 

 The Oil Companies seek that TWM-R7 be retained as notified.  

 PNTJV and PNJV request that TWM-R6 be deleted.  

 Fonterra requests that TWM-R7 be amended to include an exemption for activities on sites within the 

Strategic Rural Industries Zone (SRIZ) and to amend the last matter of control as follows: 

The ability of three waters infrastructure to service potential future development within the site (where that 

future development lies in the same zone as the proposed activity).  

 F Morgan requests that TWM-R6 and R7 be deleted and the TWM-REQ3 be deleted as a consequential 

amendment.  

Discussion 

 I do not support the deletion of TWM-R6 and R7 (nor TWM-REQ3). I agree with the s32 Report58 which 

assessed these provisions as being appropriate. Removing them would in my opinion undermine the 

intention of the TWM Chapter to have an integrated and comprehensive approach to three waters 

management, particularly for larger scale developments and subdivision where there may be 

opportunities for low impact design. In my opinion these rules give effect to TWM-O2, O3, P1, P4 and 

P8.  

 The SRIZ is already exempt from TWM-R7 as the rule only applies to Business Zones. I do not support 

Fonterra’s requested amendment to the last matter of control. In my opinion the development potential 

of the entire site should be considered even if it is split-zoned.   

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain TWM-R6, R7 and TWM-REQ3 as notified, noting that amendments have been 
recommended elsewhere in response to other submissions. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

The Oil Companies 101.27 Accept a 

PNTJV 142.24 Reject a 

Fonterra  202.10 Reject a 

PNJV 224.17 Reject a 

                                                      
 
58 Pages 25 – 26. 
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F Morgan 229.45 Reject a 

F Morgan 229.48 Reject a 

 

i. Information Requirements 

Submission Information 

 Fire NZ seeks that TWM-REQ1 be retained as notified.  

 Housing NZ seeks that TWM-REQ1 – REQ3 be retained as notified. 

 PTB supports TWM-REQ3.1(b).  

 Fire NZ seeks the following specific amendments to TWM-REQ2: 

…Notes:  

1. Additional information on details to be provided is contained within the Whangarei District Council 

Environmental Engineering Standards  

2.  Evidence of a satisfactory water supply will be assessed as part of the building consent application. 

Applicants are advised to consult with the Fire and Emergency New Zealand Fire Service, Northland 

Health and the Northland Regional Council, and to refer to the Drinking Water Standards for New Zealand 

2005 (Revised 2008). 

 F Morgan seeks the following specific amendments to TWM-REQ1 and REQ2: 

TWM-REQ1  Information Requirement 

All Zones  Any consent application where connection will be provided is proposed to reticulated 
NUO networks three waters network(s) shall include an assessment detailing (where 
relevant): 

a. Provision made for connections to reticulated three waters networks. Copies of 

obtained NUO written approvals/agreements or whether these are proposed to 

be obtained as conditions of consent.  

b. Confirmation from affected parties (NUO’s) that sufficient capacity exists within 

reticulated three waters networks to service the proposed development.  … 

 

TWM-REQ2  Information Requirement 

All Zones  Any consent application where connection will not be provided to reticulated NUO 
Network three waters networks is required to show the details and layout of the 
proposed three waters system(s) including (where relevant): 

a. In reticulated areas, demonstration as to why connection to the reticulated three 
waters network is not proposed or is not practicable. 

b. In reticulated areas, an assessment of any effects on the practicability a 

Reticulated Stormwater Area, Reticulated Wastewater Area or Reticulated Water 

Supply Area any written confirmation from affected parties (WDC NUO’sO) of 

easements required in favour of the WDC NUO to enable the of future expansion 

of the reticulated network.  
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c. Evidence that the proposed wastewater, stormwater or water supply system can 

either complyies with the permitted activity standards of the Northland Regional 

Plan or a regional consent has been obtained. 

d. A site plan detailing the overall proposed development, showing existing contours 

in areas proposed for development of three waters infrastructure, and any 

overland flow-paths, rivers, wetlands, water bores etc. which exist pre-

development in the subject property and in adjoining properties.  

e. Where any buildings or structures are located within overland flow-paths, rivers, 

wetlands, water bores, etc. demonstration of how the development will maintain 

their capacity to convey flows.  

f. Details of an effluent disposal area and reserve area and provision for ongoing 

maintenance and operation of the proposed wastewater system. 

g. Proposed stormwater attenuation and/or water quality treatment system(s), 

including location, preliminary sizing and associated works (e.g. landscaping, 

road construction). 

h. Demonstration (by drawings, calculations and reports) that the requirements of 

rule TWM-R3.1(a) can be achieved. 

i. Details of water demand (flow and pressure) and suitable drinking water sources 

that can comply with the building code. If a reticulated potable water supply is 

proposed, copies of written approvals form Northland Health or whether these are 

proposed to be obtained as conditions of consent. 

j. Copies of any correspondence or written approvals from private persons or 

Council departments in relation to the proposed stormwater system, and 

confirmation of how any conditions of those approvals will be met. building 

consents obtained or whether these are proposed to be obtained as condition of 

consent.  

k. Where a private communal three waters system is proposed, details of a formal 

legal mechanism (i.e. proposed easement instruments or other legal instruments) 

by which each allotment owner is individually and severally responsible for the 

maintenance and performance of the system and ongoing ownership of the 

disposal area 

Notes:   
 Additional information on details to be provided is contained within the Whangarei 

District Council Engineering Standards. 
 Evidence of a satisfactory water supply will be assessed as part of the building consent 

application. Applicants are advised to consult with the New Zealand Fire Service, 
Northland Health and the Northland Regional Council, and to refer to the Drinking Water 
Standards for New Zealand 2005 (Revised 2008). 

 

Discussion 

 I acknowledge the support for the proposed information requirements and support in part the 

amendments requested by Fire NZ and F Morgan. Accordingly, I recommend amendments to the 

information requirements based on these submissions. I consider that these amendments will improve 

clarity and provide better guidance to applicants while not detracting from or materially changing the 

intent of the information requirements.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend TWM-REQ1 and REQ2 as set out in Attachment 3. 
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b. Retain TWM-REQ3 as notified. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

Fire NZ 165.76 Accept in part a 

Fire NZ 165.77 Accept in part a 

PTB 173.5 Accept b 

F Morgan 229.46 Accept in part a 

F Morgan 229.47 Accept in part a 

Housing NZ 268.173 Accept in part a, b  

 

j. Consequential Amendments 

Submission Information 

 PNTJV and PNJV consider that there may need to be consequential amendments to the objectives, 

policies and information requirements in response to their other relief sought in respect to PC136.  

 F Morgan supports the deletion of the performance standards for wastewater, stormwater and water 

supply in Appendix 9 of the WDP provided the other amendments sought to the TWM provisions are 

adopted. 

Discussion 

 I have responded to the specific submission points from PNTJV and PNJV in the sections above and 

have considered the need for any consequential amendments. I do not consider it necessary to make 

further consequential amendments to the objectives, policies and information requirements in response 

to these PNTJV and PNJV submission points. 

 I acknowledge the support of the consequential amendments to Appendix 9 of the WDP. 

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain the TWM Chapter as notified, noting that amendments are recommended in response to 
other submissions. 

b. Retain the consequential deletion of Appendix 9 of the WDP as notified. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

PNTJV 142.25 Reject a 

PNTJV 142.26 Reject a 

PNJV 224.18 Reject a 

PNJV 224.19 Reject a 

F Morgan 229.49 Accept in part b 
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C. Plan Change 147 – Earthworks  

 Section C addresses submissions on PC147. Topic headings for the submissions assessed under 

PC147 are as follows:  

a. Whole Plan Change 

b. Definitions 

c. Overview 

d. Objectives 

e. Policies 

f. Activity Status 

g. Rules 

h. Consequential Amendments 

 

a. Whole Plan Change 

Submission Information 

 J Edwards requests that it be clearly specified what effects of earthworks on amenity will be managed, 

as a land use activity, that is distinct from NRC.  

 Nga Hapu o Whangarei requests that stronger provisions are in place requiring earthworks assessments 

on highly erodible soils to be disallowed. 

 NRC requests that the plan change clearly articulates why mitigating the compaction of land is important 

otherwise delete the reference to this. 

Discussion 

 As discussed in the s32 Report59, PC147 proposes to retain the status quo approach of only managing 

earthworks associated with subdivision, and does not propose rules for earthworks associated with a 

land use activity or to manage amenity. I recommend a minor amendment to the title of EARTH-R1 and 

the inclusion of a new definition for “earthworks associated with subdivision” to provide greater clarity 

on this matter. Future rolling review plan changes, such as those addressing natural hazards and 

biodiversity, may incorporate provisions managing earthworks associated with land use activities and 

amenity.  

 The exact relief sought by Nga Hapu o Whangarei is not clear. However, my inference is that it is 

requested to include provisions which prohibit earthworks on highly erodible soils. The Northland 

Regional Water and Soil Plan currently manages earthworks within erosion prone land60 and the 

                                                      
 
59 Pages 5 and 17 – 18.  
60 Rule 33.1.3 of the Regional Water and Soil Plan for Northland. 
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decision version of the Northland Regional Plan also manages earthworks within erosion prone land61. 

I consider that this aspect is more appropriately managed by NRC.  

 With regard to ‘compaction’, I have discussed the matter with WDC engineers. I understand that 

compaction is an important consideration when engineering foundation designs. However, I do not 

consider it necessary to explicitly state or refer to ‘compaction’ within the EARTH chapter. No reference 

is made within the EARTH provisions to other related matters (such as erosion and sedimentation) and 

there is no explanation within the s32 Report that justifies why explicit mention of compaction is made 

within the EARTH objectives and policies. In my opinion the references to compaction may lead to 

ambiguity and interpretation issues. Therefore, I recommend that the references to compaction are 

deleted from the EARTH Chapter. 

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain the Earthworks Chapter as notified, noting that amendments have been recommended 
elsewhere in response to other submissions. 

b. Delete references to ‘compaction’ in the EARTH Chapter. 

c. Amend the title of EARTH-R1 as set out in Attachment 4. 

d. Include a new definition of “earthworks associated with subdivision” as set out in Attachment 1 
of Part 1 of the s42A report.  
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

J Edwards 193.6 Accept in part a, c, d 

Nga Hapu o Whangarei 215.10 Reject a 

NRC 264.23 Accept b 

 

b. Definitions 

Submission Information 

 J Edwards seeks that the definition of ground level be retained provided that provisions are adopted that 

ensure earthworks creating building platforms do not artificially raise the ground level in a manner which 

affects neighbouring amenity values. 

Discussion 

 In Part 1 of the s42 Report62 Mrs McGrath recommends amendments to the definition of ground level in 

accordance with the Standards. I concur with these recommended amendments to ensure consistency 

with the Standards. As discussed in paragraph 465 above, PC147 is not proposing provisions to manage 

earthworks from an amenity perspective.  

                                                      
 
61 Rule C.8.3.1.1 of the Proposed Regional Plan for Northland Decisions Version - 4 May 2019. 
62Section N. 
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Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners reject the submission point as detailed below and: 

a. Amend the definition of ground level as discussed in Part 1 of the s42 Report. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

J Edwards 193.7 Reject a 

 

c. Overview 

Submission Information 

 F Morgan requests comprehensive amendments to the EARTH Overview to implement the Standards, 

including renaming the chapter “Land Instability”.  

 Transpower seeks the following specific amendment to the third paragraph of the EARTH Overview: 

The Earthworks Chapter manages earthworks associated with subdivision to ensure that sites are suitable 

for development and hazards are managed. In addition to the District Plan, including where earthworks are 

proposed in the National Grid Corridor (see Chapter NTW), consent may also be required for earthworks 

under the Regional Plan. 

 Housing NZ supports the EARTH Overview and seeks that it be retained. 

Discussion 

 I consider the intent of the EARTH Overview should be retained but agree in part with the amendments 

requested by F Morgan. Accordingly, I recommend changes in response to this submission to provide 

greater clarity. In my opinion the proposed Earthworks chapter does align with the earthworks chapter 

anticipated under the Standards as it contains provisions managing earthworks. I do not consider it 

appropriate to rename the chapter ‘Land Instability’ or to make the associated requested changes.  

 I acknowledge the benefit of cross-referencing other chapters of the District Plan which may also 

regulate earthworks, as requested by Transpower. However, there are several chapters besides the 

Network Utilities Chapter which manage earthworks (e.g. Landscapes and Features, Coastal Area, 

Heritage Trees and Natural Hazards). In my opinion singling out the Network Utilities Chapter would be 

misleading as the other relevant chapters would not be referenced. I therefore recommend including a 

more generic reference to other District Plan chapters.  

 I also note that in response to other submission points I recommend consequential amendments to the 

EARTH Overview to better align with the recommended provisions.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend the EARTH Overview as set out in Attachment 4. 
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Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

F Morgan 229.1 Accept in part a 

Transpower 247.3 Accept in part a 

Housing NZ 268.174 Accept in part a 

 

d. Objectives 

Submission Information 

 F Morgan seeks the following specific amendments to EARTH-O1: 

EARTH-O1 – Land Instability 

Minimise Manage the risk of land instability on anticipated development and manage compaction. 

 Housing NZ seeks the following specific amendments to EARTH-O1: 

EARTH-O1 – Land Instability 

Minimise the risk of land instability and manage compaction when undertaking earthworks associated with 

subdivision or development.   

 The Department of Conservation (DOC) requests that EARTH-O1 be amended to provide for the 

consideration of the avoidance of the spread of plant pathogens or include a new objective as follows:  

EARTH-ONew 

Avoid the spread of plant pathogens including Phytophthora Agathidicida (kauri dieback disease). 

Discussion 

 As discussed in section a above I consider it appropriate to delete references to compaction as 

requested by F Morgan. However, I do not support the other amendments requested by F Morgan 

because in my opinion: 

• Changing ‘minimise’ to ‘manage’ weakens the objective and is therefore not appropriate.  

• ‘Anticipated development’ lacks clarity, particularly at subdivision stage when the land use may 

not be determined yet. 

 I support the amendment sought by Housing NZ to provide more clarity to the objective but note that the 

EARTH chapter only manages earthworks associated with subdivision, not land use activities 

(development). 

 I agree in principle that the issue of the spread of plant pathogens, and in particular kauri dieback 

disease, is a significant resource management issue.  However, I do not agree that an objective specific 

to this matter is required in EARTH and rather consider that this can be addressed by the operative 

objective 17.3.1 in Chapter 17 – Indigenous Vegetation and Habitat.   

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend EARTH-O1 as set out in Attachment 4. 
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b. Not include a new objective specific to plant pathogens within the EARTH Chapter. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

DOC 143.1 Reject b 

F Morgan 229.2 Accept in part a 

Housing NZ 268.175 Accept in part a 

 

e. Policies 

Submission Information 

 F Morgan seeks the following specific amendments to EARTH-P1 and P2: 

EARTH-P1 – Adverse Effects Risk Management 

To accept or avoid where practicable, or otherwise remedy or mitigate, adverse effects associated with land 

instability events on anticipated development and compaction by managing subdivision design and layout. 

 

EARTH-P2 – Risk Identification 

To require identification of land instability risks on anticipated development at the time of subdivision design 

subdivision to minimise potential risks to people, property and the environment. 

 Housing NZ seeks the following specific amendments to EARTH-P1 and P2: 

EARTH-P1 – Adverse Effects 

To avoid where practicable, or otherwise remedy or mitigate, adverse effects associated with land instability 

and compaction by managing earthworks associated with subdivision or development design and layout. 

 

EARTH-P2 – Risk  

To design undertake earthworks associated with subdivision or development to minimise potential risks to 

people, property and the environment from land instability or natural hazards. 

 DOC requests that EARTH-P1 and P2 be amended to promote the avoidance of the spread of kauri 

dieback disease by controlling earthworks and other works around kauri, or the inclusion of a new policy 

to the same effect.  

Discussion 

 In my opinion the general intent of the policies as notified is appropriate. EARTH-P1 manages direct 

adverse effects while EARTH-P2 is more future focused and seeks to ensure that consideration is given 

to the risk of potential future effects. I do not recommend any amendments in response to F Morgan, 

except the deletion of “compaction”.  

 I support the amendment sought by Housing NZ to provide more clarity to the policies but note that the 

EARTH chapter only manages earthworks associated with subdivision, not land use activities 

(development). I do not consider it appropriate to include ‘natural hazards’ within EARTH-P2 as other 

natural hazards are managed under Chapter 56 of the WDP whereas EARTH focuses on land instability. 
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Additionally, I agree with the further submission from the Puriri Park Society63 that “design” should 

remain in the policy. 

 I agree in principle that the issue of the spread of plant pathogens, and in particular kauri dieback 

disease, is a significant resource management issue.  However, I do not agree that policy specific to 

this matter is required in EARTH and rather consider that this can be addressed by the operative policy 

17.4.4 in Chapter 17 – Indigenous Vegetation and Habitat.   

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend EARTH-P1 as set out in Attachment 4. 

b. Amend EARTH-P2 as set out in Attachment 4. 

c. Not include a new policy specific to plant pathogens within the EARTH Chapter. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

DOC 143.2 Reject c 

DOC 143.3 Reject c 

F Morgan 229.3 Accept in part a 

F Morgan 229.4 Reject b 

Housing NZ 268.176 Accept in part a 

Housing NZ 268.177 Accept in part b 

 

f. Rules 

Submission Information 

 Atlas seeks the following specific amendments to EARTH-R1: 

EARTH-R1 Subdivision 

All Zones Activity Status: RD 

Where:  

 Earthworks associated with a subdivision do not: …  

Activity Status when 
compliance not achieved:  D  
 

 PTB supports EARTH-R1.1(b) and requests that wording be included for protection of accidental 

discoveries, with example wording included in the submission64.  

 Public Health Northland requests that the following matter of discretion be included in EARTH-R1:  

The potential effects on sources of drinking water for human consumption. 

 NRC requests that the drafting of EARTH-R1 be reconsidered, paying attention to the roles and 

responsibilities of councils under section 1.6 of the RPS as it relates to controlling the use of land to 

maintain indigenous biological diversity. 

                                                      
 
63 Paragraph 6 of further submission x350. 
64 Page 4 of submission 173. 
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 KiwiRail seeks that EARTH-R1 be retained with the following specific amendment to the first matter of 

discretion: 

The potential increased risk of instability based on the location, layout and design of the subdivision, 

including on existing infrastructure, including land transport networks. 

 DOC seeks that EARTH-R1 be retained as notified and seeks specific amendments to EARTH-R1 

regarding earthworks within the canopy dripline of a New Zealand Kauri tree and an associated matter 

of discretion.  

 PNTJV and PNJV request that EARTH-R1 be amended so that where compliance is achieved it is a 

controlled activity and where compliance is not achieved it is a restricted discretionary activity.  

 Southpark requests that EARTH-R1 be amended so that where compliance is achieved it is a controlled 

activity and that the matters of discretion become matters of control. 

 Cato Bolam and The Jessie Trust (Jessie) request that EARTH-R1 be amended to include a category 

for controlled activities for earthworks less than 500m3. 

 F Morgan requests that EARTH-R1 be amended so that where compliance is achieved it is a controlled 

activity and where compliance is not achieved it is a restricted discretionary activity. F Morgan also 

seeks specific amendments as detailed in the submission65, including the deletion of EARTH-R1.1, 

changes to EARTH-R1.2, amendments to the matters of control and discretion and deletion of the note.  

 Housing NZ requests that EARTH-R1 be amended so that where compliance is achieved it is a permitted 

activity and where compliance is not achieved it is a restricted discretionary activity. Housing NZ also 

requests that EARTH-R1.2 and EARTH-R1.3 be deleted and that the following rule is included within 

EARTH-R1.1: 

1. Earthworks do not: 

… 

c. Occur within an area known to be subject to instability, flood prone, erosion prone or on a slope greater 

than one in eight. 

Discussion 

 I support the wording recommended by Atlas as this provides clarity and specificity to the rule.  

 I support the inclusion of wording regarding the protection of accidental discoveries and recommend 

that this be incorporated into the rule as matters of control and discretion. 

 I do not support the inclusion of a matter of discretion managing effects on sources of drinking water. In 

my opinion water quality, sedimentation and discharges to water are more appropriately managed by 

NRC. 

                                                      
 
65 Pages 4 – 5 of submission 229. 
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 It is unclear exactly what relief NRC is seeking. The submission implies that EARTH-R1.1(a) should be 

deleted because it is managed by NRC66. I agree that this rule is duplicative of the Northland Regional 

Water and Soil Plan and the decision version of the Regional Plan. Furthermore, in my opinion the rule 

lacks clarity and certainty. As such, I recommend that this rule be deleted.  

 I support KiwiRail’s request to refer to infrastructure within the matters of discretion and recommend an 

amendment to reflect this. However, in my opinion it is not necessary to specifically refer to land transport 

networks as this is already included within the definition of ‘infrastructure’. 

 With regard to managing kauri dieback, in my opinion the rule requested for the EARTH Chapter has 

more merit than the rules requested for the Living Zones as discussed in Part 6 of the s42A Report67. I 

note that as part of the rolling review it is anticipated that this issue may be further considered as part 

of the Significant Natural Areas plan change. However, as an interim method I recommend that a rule 

be included as requested by DOC with slight alterations to maintain consistency with the Notable and 

Public Trees Chapter. In considering the appropriate response to this submission three reasonably 

practicable options were considered and have been assessed as part of the s32AA assessment in 

Attachment 1.  

 In response to F Morgan, I do not support the deletion of EARTH-R1.1(b). If this rule were to be deleted, 

then effects on sites of significance and archaeological sites would not be managed anywhere in the 

District Plan. I anticipate that this will be reviewed further under the Sites of Significance to Māori plan 

change as part of the rolling review. I also do not support the deletion of the note. In my opinion the note 

should be retained to provide guidance to users of the plan to refer to the Engineering Standards. 

However, I consider it should be amended to refer to guidance regarding site suitability reports as this 

is the most relevant information provided in the recently reviewed ES 2018.  

 In response to Housing NZ, I do not support replacing EARTH-R1.2-3 with a rule relating to identified 

hazard areas. Chapter 56 manages flooding and coastal hazards and mining subsidence. Instability 

hazard areas are not mapped under the district plan and therefore including a rule refencing instability 

hazards would create uncertainty in my opinion.  

 Remaining aspects of the PNTJV, PNJV, Southpark, Cato Bolam, F Morgan and Housing NZ 

submission points raised broader opposition to EARTH-R1 mainly focused around activity status.  

 The WDP currently imposes a controlled activity status for earthworks associated with subdivision where 

the earthworks comply with the EES 2010. The s32 Report68 states that PC147 is not intended to be a 

comprehensive review of the management of earthworks. Rather, PC147 acts more as a provisional 

plan change until other rolling review plan changes are proposed (e.g. Significant Natural Areas, Natural 

Hazards and Sites of Significance).  

                                                      
 
66 Paragraph 53 of submission 264. 
67 Section A(d). 
68 Pages 5 and 17 – 18. 
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 In my opinion it is appropriate to amend the activity status to be more consistent with the status quo 

approach under the WDP. However, this is complicated by the fact that the EES 2010 has been reviewed 

and will no longer be incorporated by reference in the district plan, as discussed in the s32 Report69. 

Consequentially, an activity status cannot be linked to compliance with engineering standards.  

 In considering the appropriate response to these submissions various options were considered and 

have been assessed as part of the s32AA assessment in Attachment 1. As demonstrated in 

Attachment 1, it is my opinion that Option 2 is the most appropriate method to achieve the proposed 

objectives and I recommend that the rule be amended accordingly. As a result of these amendments 

the inclusion of a 500m3 threshold as requested by Jessie and Cato Bolam is superfluous in my opinion.   

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend EARTH-R1 as set out in Attachment 4. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

Jessie 104.6 Reject a 

Cato Bolam 107.10 Reject a 

Atlas 129.25 Accept a 

PNTJV 142.27 Accept a 

DOC 143.4 Accept in part a 

DOC 143.5 Accept in part a 

Southpark 154.10 Accept in part a 

PTB  173.1 Accept a 

PTB 173.2 Accept a 

Public Health Northland 207.16 Reject a 

PNJV 224.20 Accept a 

F Morgan 229.5 Accept in part a 

NRC 264.24 Accept a 

KiwiRail 265.38 Accept in part a 

Housing NZ 268.178 Accept in part a 

 

g. Information Requirements 

Submission Information 

 Public Health Northland requests the following additional matter to be included within EARTH-REQ1: 

Assessment of the potential effects on registered drinking water suppliers and sources of drinking water for 

human consumption. 

 PNTJV and PNJV request that EARTH-REQ1 be amended to be relative to the nature of the work being 

done.  

 Housing NZ seeks that EARTH-REQ1 be deleted. 

                                                      
 
69 Pages 4 and 15 – 16.  
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 WDC Planning requests that EARTH-REQ1 be amended as set out in the submission70. 

Discussion 

 I do not support the inclusion of an information requirement relating to the effects on sources of drinking 

water. In my opinion water quality, sedimentation and discharges to water are more appropriately 

managed by NRC.  

 As discussed in section f above, I recommend amendments to EARTH-R1 to improve its efficiency and 

effectiveness. These amendments result in some of the information requirements being shifted into the 

rule with the remaining information requirements being considered on a site by site basis. Therefore, in 

my opinion it is not necessary to retain EARTH-REQ1.  

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Delete EARTH-REQ1 as set out in Attachment 4. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

PNTJV 142.28 Accept in part a 

Public Health Northland 207.17 Reject a 

PNJV 224.21 Accept in part a 

WDC Planning 236.83 Reject a 

Housing NZ 268.179 Accept a 

 

h. Consequential Amendments 

Submission Information 

 PNTJV and PNJV consider that there may need to be consequential amendments to the objectives and 

policies in response to their other relief sought in respect to PC147.  

Discussion 

 I have responded to the specific submission points from PNTJV and PNJV in the sections above and 

have considered the need for any consequential amendments. I do not consider it necessary to make 

further consequential amendments to the objectives and policies in response to these PNTJV and PNJV 

submission points. 

Recommendation 

 I recommend that the Commissioners reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain the EARTH Chapter as notified, noting that amendments are recommended in response 
to other submissions. 
 

Submitter Submission# & Point # Accept/Reject Recommendation 

PNTJV 142.29 Reject a 

PNJV 224.22 Reject a 

                                                      
 
70 Pages 451 – 453 of submission 236 
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 Conclusion 

 After carefully considering the submissions and further submissions received in relation to each topic, I 

recommend that PC109, PC136 and PC147 be amended to the extent detailed in the preceding sections 

of this report and as illustrated in Attachments 2 – 4. I further recommend that those submissions and 

further submissions that support the provisions as notified, or that request the recommended changes 

be accepted in whole or in part, and that all other submissions be rejected. 

 The revised provisions [Attachments 2 – 4] have been detailed and compared above against viable 

alternatives in terms of their costs, benefits, efficiency and effectiveness and risk in accordance with the 

relevant clauses of s32AA. Detailed s32AA assessments are included within Attachment 1 for the more 

significant recommended amendments. Overall, it is considered that the revised provisions represent 

the most efficient and effective means of achieving the RMA and the plan changes.  
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